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they're SLDD'S?

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY:

Oral and

Evelyn

forever

J/I did not know that it would turn out like this.

BEYOND

2000

If you would have warned me last semester of the events that would be
taking place within the next year of my life, I probably would have disre
the comments. If it wasn't for

garded

all-knowing God, I probably

an

would not be here after my mother died in March 1997. You see, we can't
predict the future, for only God knows what lies ahead. We are not trying

predict the future, because if God came back within an hour, everything
that was predicted would be changed. What we can do, however, is let
God use us to get people to start thinking of
today, of tomorrow, of their
future of their eternal destiny. To get them
asking the question, 'If I died
would
I
to
Heaven
or
Hell.' To place an urgency in their hearts to
today
go
to

...

pour out the Love of Jesus to all. Notice that I did not use the word
preach, instead I used Love. I believe that this is the way to reach lost
souls in

The year 1997-98 is a year of questions. Everyone
wants to know what the future holds, what lies around the corner--the

today's society.

next millennium. Scientists

only.

"If you can't

can we as

see

Christians

it,

are

searching

it does not

for the

exsist", is

living in an age

through sight
popular
today. How
answers

belief

a

of entertainment hit

on

the issues that

everyone is talking about? That's when God gave me a vision for the
Perehelion. At the time, I only knew that it should be futuristic. The

Holy
Spirit didn't elaborate. So I started looking around for more ideas. Then I
noticed that all of the popular magazines at the bookstores were
hitting the
issues of the year 2000 and beyond. Then the news on television was
having special reports of the possible future. This reconfirmed what the
Holy Spirit was telling me. When my mother passed away, every vision,
dream, joy of life left me. I only wished that I had died, too. After months
of depression, my dad talked me into going to Europe to
study abroad. It
took everything that I had to even want to go. After two-and-a-half
months in Europe, God started speaking to me. When you are going
through extreme pain and depression, you feel that God has forsaken you,
just like Jesus felt on the cross when he stated, "Why have you fosaken me,
Father." The Holy Spirit started putting an urgency in my heart. I started
praying and ministering to others. Through all of this, healing has taken
place. God then let me see the vision of the yearbook and my life came
into order. We are living in an age of knowlegde. Everything is advancing
right before our eyes. The computer system has come a long way in a very
short time. Years ago we would have never believed that every house
hold could afford a computer. Virtual Reality is at the stage that the com

puter used
Virtual

to be in. Soon every household will contain some form of

Reality.

The Internet will be

even

far

more

advanced within the

next year. It won't be

long before the things that we see on Star Trek, start
unfolding into reality. The yearbook will be a guide to the future. Like I
said, we are not trying to predict the future, but we are trying to get a
message across. Pretend that you are in the year
2000 or beyond. Everything has now changed
-

some

things

for the better, some things for worse.
Climb in your time machine and

transport yourself to the future
and

see

what

Beyond

mysteries

lie

....

2000."

Aaron P. Williams
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is over, after tests
written? What

are

fi

happen

ok:

during those many,
hours the students have
take

place beyond the

I
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AND
"Roommates

like

are

cappuccino, they keep

you up all

night."

Whirs, clicks, and beeps

Fick, freshman

Mandy
"They become

like extended

family,

you grow close

time."

over

Tia Bobo, senior

"Having a roommate

is

an

interesting experience.

You get

to

know

them better than anyone else. Sometimes you may fight, but it is
incredible to have a roommate who is always there for you."

Jose Tobias, sophomore
"Roommates? You can't live with them, you can't afford
without them." Trish Longfield, junior

definitely help
Jerry McKinney, sophomore

"Having a roommate
life."

may

you

to

to

live

increase your prayer

life
be summed up in three stages: the honeymooners,
"Room�ate
the heat
and all
wines mellow with
while bad
can

good
to
vinegar." Stephanie Wynne, junior
IS

turn

on,

age,

ones

emanate

from the

study. Gone are
pesky differences of opinion as to how tidy the room
should be. Robotic maids take care of everything from
vacuuming to laundry. Annoying differences in musical
taste aren't a
problem either, since you both sport the
robotic maid

as

you and your

roommate

latest in inner-ear radio receivers. The sound fills your
head like you are at a concert, but no one else can hear.

Suddenly, the music is interrupted by a trumpet fanfare,
your personal communications code from the vidphone.
You answer the call with the words "open sesame," yom
voice-matched personal code. No longer does your
roommate have access to your personal life. When the
bed becomes uncomfortable, simply saying, "Elevate feet
and begin massage cycle," causes your bed to respond by
raising your feet six inches as vibrating rollers run up and
down your back. Your roommate finishes her reading,
and decides to start working on that paper. She walks
over to the desk and
picks her computer, (which is no
bigger than a 3X5 card) and says, "Open a new file and
title it government position paper." She proceeds by
telling the computer exactly what she wants it to say-no
more
typing and keeping you awake all night. With the
words, "Dim lights," you drift off to sleep as her barely
audible whisper is picked up by the computer's super
sensitive voice receptor module.

Story By: Stephanie Wynne

en

r

sisters

ala Price and

:njoylife together.
a
_1Ii1lt <fhenevert
.
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really hard
to see people in
such bondage
"It

was

and not be able to
them

openly tell

about Christ. I

learned that

even

the smallest

prayer

have

can

a

lasting impact.
planted

We

seeds of prayer
that wi II one day
be harvested."

Courtney Paquay,
Sophomore, Tibet
Missions
"I learned that
love is able to
overcome

obstacle,

every

no

matter how

difficult." Ceita

Bobb-Semp/e,
Junior, Team
Leader, Spain
Missions
"It

was

fun

being

to work at

paid
Disney World and
Epcot-to be in
the orchestra. It
was

also

cool to

really

see

how

artists like
Peabo

Bryson,

Shirley Jones, or
Carol Channing
are just real
people. They get
nervous

before

a

performance, but
they still think it's
as

much fun

as

I

do." Sarah

McManus, Senior

] ulie Tanaka reaches for

new

heights

while

on

missions in Tibet. Photo

© Oral Roberts University

by: Courtney Paquay

Story by: Stephanie Wynne
With

a

summer sun

days you

you hand in your last final. Outside, the
beckons you. The school year is over, and in a few

deep sigh,

will be

leaving

for missions

However, before that, you

want to

get in

You head for the holo-chamber for
scent of coconut sunscreen

waft

through your

drums

can

beach and

hair. The

a

for your trip to India.
little R&R while you can.

training
a

virtual vacation. There, the
with the ocean breezes that

mingles
cheery sounds

of Caribbean steel

be heard in the distance. You relax

thoroughly enjoy having

on a

wait

blanket at the

you hand and
foot, just like you programmed into the computer before you
entered the holo-chamber. After quite some time of laying on the
beach and swimming in the ocean, you realize it's time to leave the
holo-chamber

someone

on

and meet up with your missions team
to decide where to do your missions training.
Recalling the old-fashioned ropes course of the nineties,

momentarily

gladly anticipate your choice of exotic training locales,
provided for by the holo-chamber. You may select from
highlands, deserts, or jungles in which to complete your training.
Through this virtual world, you've even had a chance to get to
know your host family, and you can even taste test Mrs.
Ramkaran's chicken curry. Finally, you opt to go to the Sahara for
your training, since India's temperatures will be comparatively cool.
A few days later, you're in the middle of a sandstorm when
the call comes through on your vidphone. You got the summer
intern job with NASA! Between missions in India and working on
the moon, this promises to be one groovy summer!
you

At

right.

Sarah

McManus poses with

Shirley Jones
Partridge
Family.
At Left: Jessica
Canning grabs a shot
with rapper Snoop
Doggy Dog.
actress

from the

Submitted Photos.

\

/
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Ivy
League

"ORU bands
best talent in
music circle.

bring out some of the
the Christian college
My personal favorite is

Bully Pulpit." Jason McDonald,
senior

"Ultra Violet rocks!" Cara Powers,

sophomore
"Mass Reality's got hype lyrical skills
and they are the dopest band and

What is this latest
inner

"

mInIstry on campus.
Brion Gil, senior

"Moni Bolton

B

belongs

on

the

same

A

awesome

because

not

only are they a great band, they are
really cool guys as well. Success
hasn't changed their attitudes.
They're still out there to minister to
people who need Jesus."
Jerusha McKinney, junior
;'We play acoustic tribal music."

N

subterranean

not the latest and hottest

city

life.

thing

over ou

out of the U.K.

It's

non-other than those nineteen hundred and

something,

non

sheek, non euro, old timer, had their chance their century, way
old artists, users of digital recording studios known as Shaded
Red, Bullypulpit, and Moni Bolton.
Please, what is this? How did our airwaves become
infiltrated with such archaic

Well,

D

eminating

radio receiver?

No, it is

stage as Bjork and Fiona Apple."
Catherine Lehman, freshman

"Shaded Red is

ear

of sound

cacophony

sounding

methods?

has it that the material

uncovered 8
months ago from the Boston Musical Archives and has since
been in circulation. Despite bad reviews from the Fashion Polic
and The Enforcers, I opt with today's eclectic youth and declare
rumor

that this music is

....

The Bomb,

Great, Phat, and

Enforcer Of Taste and

[ason Houtsma of Selah

Linda Hernandez

© Oral Roberts University

was

Etiquette,

All That!!!

"Something

up to date, corduroy, for instance." Summer Huskey, freshman. "The
preppy look." Crystal Shields, freshman. "For girls, jean skirts and tennis shoes."
Ruth Huber, junior. "O.K. do we want to get into hair? Let's hear it for those freshman

soccer
cross

players.

Does the word bald

mean

anything

to

you? Or

what about the all blond

country team?" Rebecca Bashta, freshman, said. "We have

here because there

freshman,

added. "I

uits that

many styles
here." Tabitha Chastain,

many different kinds of people
see fashion becoming like 'Back to the Future.'

are so

can

so

repel ultra-violet rays because the
Calloway predicted

aron

ozone

layer

will be

People
gone."

will

.

....................................

You shake your head and laugh in amazement as you
consider your rommie's closet. Who would have known that
the nineties movie, "Clueless," would become a prediction of
the future? Her closet closely resembles that of the main

character, Cher. She views prospective choices of outfits
its

on

When she has decided which to wear, she simply
says, "Groovy," and the racks spring into action. Shortly, the
entire outfit appears in a spotlighted mirror-right down to
screen.

the scarf, shoes, and earrings.
You, on the other hand, sport THE LATEST in fashion
technology. You are beyond such excess. You only have
three different outfits and

ecologically responsible. YOlUf
outfits are equipped with Morphi-Kloth, a special computerized
fabric that can be programmed to change color, texture, or
pattern according to the wearer's whims.
You've dressed for the day and are ready to zip out
the door when you remember the Body Verbage. This is the
closest you come to the perfume your nineties predecessors
wore. This substance combines with the chemicals
your bod�
releases in different moods; thus, your personal scent
changes all day long.
are

As you head for class, you smile. After all, you live
in the age of fashion enlightenment. After years of

repeating fashion trends, the general public has.
finally come to its senses and embraced ALL
fashion eras of the past. Today, anything from
any age, goes. The more flamboyant, the
better (unless you're the type that prefers
understated).

© Oral Roberts University

Story By:
Stephanie
Wynne

© Oral Roberts University

Where
meet

eligible

the best

are

men

places

to

and women? On

line of course!! Thanks

to

the

wonderful world of cyberspace you
can
ultimately socialize with anyone
in the
or

of Tulsa, the

city

anywhere

in the

fifty states,
galaxy.

Hundreds of ORU students fi1il�
themselves

spending countless hours
on-line almost every night.
Tiger(AKA Lee Flores)
searches for his cyberchic Candy.
He goes to the computer and pulls
up her BioFile to see if she's online.
As soon as he types in her name,

"Confirmed" flashes
screen

stating that she

Every last

the

across

is on-line.

bit of personal

information appears on the screen
confirming that she is the "one."
She's

a

spit

fire from the London

who's

underground,

Will this

last? Tune in

on

fire for Godl.

cyber-romance

next

week for the

"Relationship Zone" where
Tiger reveals his on screen
rendezvous.

Story 13y: Linda

Hernandee

"I

enjoy the brother/sister
wing relationships, but the

boyfriend/ girlfriend
relationships are pushed
hard. You don't have
your

mate at

ORU."

to

I

find

Cody

Cook, freshman
"Being at ORU, I had
learn about

too

to

relationships

all

because here, its
different, way different."
over

again,

Danny Nelson,

freshman

"When you

develop
relationships with other
people it is cool because you
learn about different cultures
and stop
© Oral Roberts University

stereo-typing

people." Pleshette Hunt,
sophomore

Reggie

Stewart

and Chantelle
Mullen

spend time to
gether in the
commuter lounge.
Photo by: Diana
Chenevert

© Oral Roberts University

Joel Cheatham

"I've

truly loved acting

at ORD. I feel like ]

have grown a lot as far as the depth of my
acting is concerned." Melissa Davis

"My biggest struggle with Romeo is that he's a
lot like me-I don't mean his strengths, but his
weaknesses. It's

things

about

world."

Joel

"You

pretty scary

to confront those

yourself and

expose them to the
Cheatham on his role as Romeo

hold them (Romeo and Juliet)
romantic sense, but when you

can

up in a
look at them

real

people, you see that
it was really their fault. They could have
been together, but they made wrong
choices and that's the real tragedy of the
play." Jennifer Schaff on her role as
as

Juliet
"ORD is

definitely an awesome place to

have established
career.

foundation for my
It has been a small yet very big
a

towards my life in the
theatre." actor Keith Richards

stepping stone

"I

really enjoyed working on this play

because of how different it is." Amelia

Easley
"It made

me

on

her role

as

Lady Capulet

think about who the author

of my life is." Quincy Parker
in Fiction is Revolting

on

his role

"It's like he's

defending something. I want people
to identify with that part of Tybalt, that
part that
can
get caught up in wholeheartedly standing for
something that really means nothing. He's not
just a typical villain." actor Justin Collins
"My theatrical work this year was a great learning
experience. From Fiction is Revolting to Romeo and
Juliet it has been a lot of fun as well as hard work
one of the best
experiences of my life." Rachel
Wichman
© Oral Roberts
University
Some

quotes from the Oracle

© Oral Roberts University

Joel Cheatham
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Jazz Musician. He's b
called the

next

Louie Ai

by Rolling Stone magaz'
it just gets better from
During his college care

playing with the Music
tries. "We always knew
going to be big star.
a

could

ity

with ape
like his and the kind

just tell,

determination he had,
on his
way to the top,"

s

issy Collins.
is sold

out

RRISoN
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.
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Film Maker/Director

•

¥"

22, copped the Sundan
ward for best new in
.

.

the

strength of just
screen
adaptation that
in only a summer, hi
en

caused old tim

© Oral Roberts University
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Supermodel

•

Even Before

entering college
she received her

cosmotology
liscense and also

graduated from
the

John

Roberts Powers

Modeling
school in

She

Chicago.

received her
bachelors of
science from

Oral Roberts

University with
a

business

degree

in 2001.

Carnissa is the

first person to
open her own
worldwide
chain of full
service salons.

She has

appeared

on

the

of

cover

magazines
as
Vogue,

such

Mademoiselle,

Cosmopolitan,
and ]et. Her
most recent

honor

was

being name
Business
Woman of the
Year

by Business
Weekly-Not
badfora 24

year old.

© Oral Roberts University
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"I skated in

a

size 9 when I

was

really

a

size 11, because they ran out of skates my
size. It was still fun and worth every moment

pain." Jeremy Schans, So.
"The competition and music styles were far
better than previous years at Battle of the
Bands. I was impressed with Ad Hoc."
Chris Berger, Sr.
"All the guys on my brother wing threw
stuff at me to get me to say something on
Silent Hearts Day. They tried their hardest,
and didn't succeed." Rhianna Gentry, Sr.
"Noel Wright did a great job with all of the
homecoming activities." Jurgen Van Staden
"Homecoming brought out the true spirit
that lies deep in ORU." Joe De Langie
"Ivy League was awesome, the queen Wa;$
beautiful, food was good, and the drinks
were especially funky." Tanya Silva, Fr.
"I couldn't peel the heart sticker off my

of

leather coat for

a

month!" Adrian Santos

"Comedy 101 was awesome, ding,
hilarious, ding, humorous, ding, exciting,
ding, one fun night!" Karen Melvin, So.

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University

Valediction

Forbidding Moaning

Solemn

jubilation, dripping sentiment,
Nostalgic prattle, serious as Solomon's,

Tattered texts, bartered for home-travel cash:
Serious senior stuff, borrowed clothes returned

Study sessions, attempts

or

not.

to cram four months into four

hours!

Remembering and recounting freshman follies:
Three a.m. day-conclusions, running into
Rare snooze-time, when bizarre confessions spill out,
Strange sensations come, nest ejection;
Sad/glad farewells to life-bonded friends;
Final releases from nightmare roommates!
Empty promises made "to keep in touch,"
But two or three unforgettable friends for life,
fated fellows

....

emotions rise in Titanic
Lift and drown,

waves

that

goodbyes are anticipated.
Reluctant professors hover, uncertain about'Severing
cord and releasing beloved students
as

Into the couldron, the world-brew
Seething complex of dreams and
Emotion-mummers

Not

knowing

waver on

what role to

dangers.

the stage,

play,

What costume and mask to assume;
Role of Olympic runner, piosed
On the

starting line, waiting for the signal,
Signal to burst into challenged air,
Or the role of the mourner, leaving
Familiar faces and places, pushed out
Funeral feelings of finality, severance seizure,
Swimming with thoughts of

© Oral Roberts University

the

The

diploma march, tuxedoed band
Booming elongated Charismatic choruses
Rock' n roll by any other name isn't sweet
But before that great and notable day
of incongrous music and boring speeches
The day of the empty folder and sermon,

either.

Commencement circus with too many clowns,
Comes this solemn ceremony,
A time of

With

our

elegance

and

personal appreciation

favored student-friends.

Elite

English Buffs, brain-swims of
Milton/Shakespeare/ Wordsworth/
Faukner/ Lawrence;

Tennyson tangents, Byronic binges, Homeric
More than the normal skull

house,
Massive jumble planformation: did, done, do,
can

hoots!
Photos

By:

Daniel Cox &
Peter Smith

Who?
Hoods of honor, like
and scarlet Velve

kings'

capes of ermine

Hug shoulders of learned youth like
Ephesian armor,
Symbols of aggressive protection and
battle gear,
Spiritual and mental merger, mounting
God's pleasure and confusing
Luciferian

strongholds, troopers

Battle-line of

a new

on

the

millenium,

We salute, support, and sustain you with
Our prayers, faith, and confidence.

Go now; I think you

ready!
Grady Walker

are

© Oral Roberts University
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The world

today only th

they can do for themselv
importance of LATER.
lenged daily to look past
nal, and to keep in sight

© Oral Roberts University

JOIN THE SINGERS FOR THE
BIGGEST SUMMER OF THEIR LIVES.

FRONTLINE
THIS SUMMER
THE ORIGINAL FRONTLINE EPISODES ARE BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

WEDNESDAYS 9PM/8 CENTRAL & MOUNTAIN
CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS FOR YOUR CHANNEL 53 STATION
MUSIC
MINISTRIES
2020

II

1997 SUMMER TOUR

SPONSORED IN PART

ByORU POLAROID LOOK AT WHAT DEVELOPED
© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University
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"It is my second week on the Oral Roberts
University campus. The campus looks like it was

built in the year 2000-A little ancient, huh? I
was hoping for a more modern look. I had

always heard that the campus

was

space age.
But it's the year 2050 and my grandmother's
house looks almost identical. Oh, by the way,
my name is Tipanga.
Why do parents name
their kid the most

Tipanga

was

popular

the number

name

of that

year?

in the year
called out, about

one name

2033. So when my name gets
15 of us look. Oh, Random-I

am so

excited-I

about to go to my first chapel! Hey, why
don't you teleport with me? My grandmother,
am

her

"

is Jenni, always says, Thank God for
what you have! In our day we only saw teleports
on 'Star Trek-The Next Generation'. I think that is
name

classic television show.

Teleport us to Christ's
Chapel. Here we are-Oh, this place is so
beautifuL" (A huge screen slowly floats down
from the high beams. A face of The University
president appears.) "She looks a lot like her
a

mother-Chloe Roberts." "Welcome to the first
chapel of the semester," states the University
President.. "Could everyone please put on their
headphones located under your seats. Directly
in front of you are worship songs to choose from.
Please, let the Holy Spirit take control as you

listen to the music of your choice. For the last
song we will all sing an old classic together, "Let
the River Flow.'"
think?

"This is

cosmic, don't you
My favorite evangelist is about to come
so

the

large screen via satellite. I think that you
will enjoy him. Wait a minute! What's that bright
light shining up above?" (Flashes of light
surround the place. A trumpet sounds and
people rise into the air, one by one.) "Has my
Lord returned?", thought Tipanga. "Am I right
on

with you Lord God", she cried out. "Will you take
me too?
"
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"This is the year of Jubilee," says

•
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Junior Josh Allen

.
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..

the ORU

Tonight,
broad-

casting

network

brings us another night of
Holy Ghost power and
praise in "Sunday Nite Live."
Sent to billions of homes via

satellite, Oral Roberts

University allows
a

us

to take

into their

peek

campus church
service. The

healing

of the nation

capital
displays

God's

might, touching
healing

hearts and

bodies of the world.
Filmed live

from the Mabee
Center in Tulsa,

Oklahoma, doors
have

opened up three
hours prior to taping due to
such great appeal. Hungry
people, seeking after a
touch from God, get
that once inside the
famous

arena

just
now

of faith.

Students of the

campus

run

the service from

providing guest speakers

to

directing each shoot.

Campus chaplains and
Spiritual Dorm Directors
the massive alter

organize
calls

as

every

hundreds flock

nig ht.

to the sa Ivation

of Jesus Christ. Students
man

the

telephone

lines,

receiving calls from allover
the

globe
healings.

of

proclaimed
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always this dynamic. "Sunday Nite
be nothing but a small campus service

It wasn't

Live" used

to

which catered to

third of the students.

a

pastors prayed fervently
Spirit and a filling of the

for

an

Campus

outpouring

of the

seats.

When revival in the late 90's broke out, Tulsa
was

put

on

Toronto

as

the map
the new

along

with Brownsville and

spot where God's power
manifested in the flesh. They caught the eye of the
Christian and secular world, and people began to
travel to Tulsa, viewing it as the new "Mecca of
Christianity." Due to the popularity, they began to

videotape

the services and

wide cable station

play

them

on

the Tulsa

by the university. It so�:m
topped the Neilson ratings as one of the most
watched weekly televised church services in history.
Now,

ma

capital

put

ny yea

and

on

rs

run

later, th is reviva I is shown in every

major city

in the world. All services

are

laser disc for sale. Their internet site

allows the

ministry

public

as

well

to learn
as

and receive prayer

more

about their

chat live with
so

they

will

campus pastors

never

be the

same

again.
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I'll Be Glad When The Moon Bums
Calm clear evening in Detroit. riding WitIl John and Johnny,
Surrogate son and grandson� listening to Johnny;
Watching the expression in Large, brown, italian eyes,

Nondescript street shops slipping by us,
"Baked goods;" "Saugtns Laundry and Cleaners,"
"Vietnamese Cuisine," "Joe's Sporting Goods,"
All streaking into a blur of sight/sounds.
Pewter-disc

rising blatantly in the clear air,
Outrageous intruder, not decent enough to wait
Till the sun, his superior, his reality, is gone.
Four, gotng-on-flve Johnny looking at his "Grandy"
says, "Grandy, I'll be glad when the moon
Burns out so it Will always be morning."
moon

Echoes from Jesus of Galilee float into my brain:
"Out of the mouths of babes
."
...

Hauting words: ''I'll
Always be morning"

be

glad

come

And in moments between

when the

moon

...

back in the

night
every-day thoughts.

I remember the

evenings of my Visits
When he hated going to bed, wanted to stay up
And play with his Grandy.

Pajamaed feet running to my arms
Whispering, "Hide me, Grandy!"
Note of desperation, hating to yield

to the

To the "narrow bed," the confines of

The others heard the
About the

moon

dark,

private space.

five-year-old's babblings

and

I heard the voice of

morning;
humanity speaking

my beloved little grandboy, the
Reluctance of giving up to the night of death

Through
And
The

longing for "always morning,"
age-old resistance and hope born

out of

desperation.

"morning," the fresh time,
The time of nourishing, new energy, play-time,
And reunion with family members and loved ones
The

•

longing

for
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Out So It Will Always Be Morning
Memories of John

placing his son gently
Under the covers, telling him a favorite story,
Hearing his prolonged prayers, any scheme
To stay awake a bit longer.
"Son, you can see Grandy in the Morning," and
"You can play n the morning: we might
Even go to the zoo, see the dinosaurs."
So Johnny floats away peacefully with
Promises and

In

images of morning rolling

spiritual imagination,

Scenes of love

Touches

as our

gently

us

vision come,

Father tucks

and

in his head.

whispers

us

in for the

promises of

"night"
"morning":

old church song ring again
From my memory bank" "0, that city where cometh
And I yield to the sleep and the dark, knowing
Lines from

an

play

night,"

and will wake up,
Nintendo or blow bubbles or

That I'm watched
Not to

no

over

plastic wading pool in the backjyard,
explore the Celestial City, to pick

Swim in the
But to

Fruit from the tree of life and swim in

The eternal river that flows from the throne of God.

glad when the moon burns out
will always be morning."
Grady Walker

''I'll be
So it
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•

going through!" The Commander's voice was like Godzilla screeching. He wore his
"I'm
full-dress uniform, with heavy polished metals dangling in the chase. "We can't make it, sir.
not asking you, Lieutenant Oerk", said the Commander. "Get her ready because were going for it!"
The outside gunfires increased. The Commander stared at the ice forming on the pilot's window.
He walked over and twisted a row of complicated dials. "Switch on the auxiliary!" he shouted.
"Switch on the auxiliary!" repeated Lieutenant Oerk. "Full strength in NO.3 turret!" The crew,
crouching to their vigorous tasks in the huge hurtling Community Outreach bomber plane, looked at
each other and smiled. "The Old Man'lI get us to safety," they said to one another. "The Old Man
Hell!" "Slow down! You're driving
ain't scared of
"We're

Mrs. Iverson. "What's your
"WWWhhhaat?" said Matt

said

too fast!"

"

pro b I em?
He
Iverson.

glanced

at his

him, with shock all over
seemed vaguely familiar, like a

passengers seat
She
his face.

next to

unfamiliar woman

who

yelled

in

"You

were

the

wife, in the

streets.

at him while

up to

passing

80," she said.

"You know that

the

speed

limit is

65." Matt
Iverson drove

on

toward Tulsa in

silence, the

roaring

of the

Stealth Bomber

through the worst storm in 15 years of
Community Outreach flying in the remote, fading
in the airways of his mind. Pondering on the days
of Community Outreach battle. Making sure that
all Christians were rescued from danger-society
who now has a price on every Christian's head
preferably dead. They weren't afraid of Hell on
earth. They had the highest ranking Commander
to guide them every step in defending the believers
Iverson. "Your having another episode aren't you?

Based

on

of the
I

community.
wish you'd go to

"You're

so

tense," said Mrs.

the doctor."

James Thurber's, "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty."

opportunity to participate in the children's Medical Center Outreach. It
was an awesome experience to be able to share God's love with children who are not as privi
leged as others. I learned that even playing games with kids can make a big difference in their
lives and mine." Yesenia Trevino, Sophomore
"I have had the privilege of being involved in two community outreach programs this semes
ter: Warriors for Christ and the Lloyd Rader Outreach. The opportunity to minister to those in
need has been such a blessing in my own life. I look forward to spending my Friday nights with
the girls at Lloyd Rader and then traveling to various parts of Tulsa to street witness."
"This year, I had the
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Welcome to the 6 o'clock

first choice in worldwide

Eyewitness

News

-

America's

coverage. Here is Diane Kopple:
several million people across the globe,

from

"Approximately
foreign dignitaries

unaccounted for
most massive

as

news

to the local paper

boy,

remain

the world witnesses the aftermath of the

sight

of

disappearances

to date. Scores of cars

unmanned and empty factories have production at
still, leaving scientists anxious for hope. We
are

go live to one of our only two
reporters on the street. Ted?"

now

a

stand

news

"Thank you, Diane. At roughly 3 a.m.
last night, police stations became flooded

missing persons and miraculour
disappearances. Ambulances and fire trucks

with calls of

launched out into every street in town as car
accidents happened everywhere due to this

phenomenon. Surviving local residents have
been left baffled. Right before the
disappearances, reports from eyewitnesses
state that the missing seemed to hear a
noise most widely described as the blast of a
trumpet. Then, in the blink of an eye, they were
gone, leaving heaps of clothes in their
places. It has a nation wondering what will
happen next. Diane?"
"Thank you, Ted. Several
speculations have been made on this

unprecedented
however,

reported alien sightings;
the possibility of abduction. Only

event. No one has

we are

into

ruling

out

fact has been proven true. It would seem that all the
missing persons proclaimed to be Christians during their lives.

one

From America to the Middle East, this religion tied all the
people together. Let's go live to Tulsa, Oklahoma, where

other reporter stands
J e.?"
t h eory... Mik

on

living proof

of the

our

Christianity Rapture

"Diane, I'm on the grounds of what looks to be a college
campus, but, as of 3 a.m. last night, Oral Roberts University

ghost town. Not one student has been seen since
the massive disappearances. The cafeteria lays empty. There
are nothing but books in their Graduate Center, and even the
eternal flame atop the Prayer Tower has finally blown out.
Clues to the disappearances have been found here in their
Missions office. Through their summer, fall, and spring break
has been

a

programs, students went out to several countries,
Continued

on

pg 61...
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(Continued from pg 60)

formerly closed to the gospel, and
preached of a time such as this. It was
time of what they called, 'the return of
Jesus Christ.' We

are

evangelistic methods,

a

reminded of their
which

worldwide coverage when

gained

one

of their

teams converted the Prime Minister of

Britain and held
United Nations

a

revival at the last

meeting. Perhaps

these

young people held the truth and
foreshadowed this event many years
ago. Back to you, Diane."
"Thanks, Mike. We'll continue to
bring you late breaking news as a world
wakes up to either the happiness of
or the horror of
surviving
being left
behind."
....

By: Jennifer Jones
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Knowing
life,' I

that He

want to

'changed my
take that change

and run."
-

Lindsey Brumbly, Team Los
Angeles

"Missj.Ol1Sis

the

heartbeat
of

God."

-leremy Wallace, Team Ukraine

It's

mentality, a habit,
living."
Paul Baker, Team
a

-
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a

way of

New York
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....
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Some

nights

it

seems

homework. There is

lik
a

pwnrpo

However, in the midst

wfi

all those tests, fhis
hidden and forgotten. 501 sti
and

taking

here, take
is

waiting

few minutes to
beyond the

a

.....
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"My professors continually strike parallels
between the Word of God and

our

futures

as

the scientists of tomorrow."
-Alex Cowley, junor Biology major

II

II
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It is the

new

millennium, and the Arts

continued to

depart from clarity of direction

artist creates

moodscapes

artist finds himself lacking

young

are

continuing to reflect cultural direction.

of idealism,

as

...

a

lack of resolve

he has

never

graphic artist in his early twenties, definitely observes

idealism. While he attempts

to create

society has

and distinction of morals, the Arts have followed suit. Now, the

of confusion and curiosity
a sense

As

landscapes of truth,

been

regarding any clear moral code.

aware

of what

truly is ideal.

of himself that he possesses this

he is

Alec

same

The

Zafflin,

a

lack of

continually disturbed by the fact that he is not

really sure what the truth is. Technology has continued to have an increasing impact on the output of artists, a
trend which Alec has been

part of. He rarely does work anymore that is

a

exactly purism, but it's a multi-million dollar industry.
influenced as

well, sounding extremely computerized and synthetic.

their favorite rock and roll
shake the

Music has been

cars next to

tunes as

them.

Arts

they fly along,
museums now

but instead,

to no

quality of art past.

Yeah, it's not

cars

full of teenagers

no

longer blast out

synth-driven technology-saturated dance tracks

contain relics of years

past that hearken

museum

Now filmmakers created movies about those

to a sense

for inspiration,

times, attempting

to

of

awe-inspired by

understand it, but

applicable avail.
Science has continued to progress in

brought about new moral issues.
clone life
to

software based.

sounding more and more technology

Hot

romanticism, idealism, and grace. On slower days, Alec stops by the
the epic

not

forms,

know the

even

human

answers to

debate these issues, but
human

race.

contain

sweating now

these

For

beings?

leaps

instance,

is it

as

well, uncovering subject matter that has

right for babies to

Can mental illness

be conceived in test tubes? Is it

no one seems to

He would call

have any views in either direction. It is not

but the pop culture gets dumber.

© Oral Roberts University

right to

actually be cured by medicine? Society doesn't seem

questions anymore and neither does Alec.

Technology gets smarter,
...

and bounds

a

city hall meeting and

looking good for the

Computer commercials actually

really been blessed by the music
department because of the high standards
they uphold in the organizations I've been
do is
involved with. Not everything
demic. We do have campus perfor
"I have

we

aca

on

mances

in

chamber singers and jazz, but we

performances, such
ministry activities in churches. Being able

also have off campus
to

take what we learn

use

it to

and 1

in

the classroom and

bring God to others is awesome,

am so

that are

as

thankful for these oppuriunilies

provided."
Virginia Hudman, Sophomore
© Oral Roberts University
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"Dr. Meleen

really has fun teaching his class, and he
ends up pulling the student's into the fun of it all, too.
Overall, the staff is enthusiastic and approachable
that I feel comfortable talking to them about anything I
so

may

not

understoand."

Christine Palser,

Sophomore

"One of the things I like best about the science classes

is

the field trips I got to go on. That way, you can actu
ally see what you're learning about, and not just read

about it

in

a

book. It made

Danielle Christensen,

© Oral Roberts University

it

much

more

enjoyable."

Sophomore
75

department is probably the
strongest department in this University. If we
were to compare it to a building, it would be
the base pillar."
"The business

-Mario Cuascut, senior

International Business

The
© Oral Roberts University

major

The year 2000 is

long

make the world smaller. As

why

simplify it into

just

an

ideas to the world

or

matter.

to success in

real types of businesses exist there
...

In other

companies

that offer

Will's company is

everything,

there

words,

only one

no

innovation in

unique office

ever.

they must oblige.

rebuilding
geniuses,

are

a

can use

president,

With

of services

one

so

a

communication system

unfortunately,

business

or

those components for their best

many

communication

people

more

niche is essential. In

extensively than

qualifies

him for the

regulate

one can

how smart must

only guess.

one man

But what the real

be to succeed?

Maybe

question
if he

was

many
a

fact, only two
are

are

specific

field.

they simply offer
anyone else

The

can.

and entrepreneur, and Will's

well-being because,

businesses can't

to a

the

gain

and there

megaplexes,

survive because

grand innovator

so

In order to

job.

now,

Will also knows that

people

are more

the tastelessness of the

One must wonder where this will lead. Whether it be to another

of sorts,

are now

contributing

now

merchandise pertaining

megaplexes

element

he must be

Eckersley,

business in office communication systems would

latter of the two. The

absolutely vital in

And

Will

how to view the whole picture, and

your ultimate sales and service

corner

That's

complex.

companies that offer just about everything, and there

longer just a worker;

customer service is now

than

they

general.

but Will survives because he offers

a

to know

specificity of the marketing

are

remote

definitely the

businessman is

demanding

Then

market. Unicomm's

more

business, the market has become increasingly fragmented.

successful outlook for one's business,

specialists.

today have

and

more

increasingly complex world, simplicity and

business, but

to

today's

into account, Will knew that

In

communications have continued to

breakthroughs in

the business world has grown

be successful

the components that

remarkably well.
not

want to

Taking this

interests.

keys,

result,

a

past, and

Unicomm Inc. has been able to flourish in

knew that those who

do

in the

is this: In

God

or

a

public,

depression

and

so

a

competition full of

something.

-Tia Bobo
© Oral Roberts University
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orecas
Another

Forecast # 1:

baby boom will

occur

in the u.s.

during the first

annual number of births may exceed 4.3 million.
Forecast #2: Nanotechnology, the micromanipulation of materials

breakthroughs
Forecast #3:

such

as

teeth

"Electronic

as

hard

as

immigrants"

diamonds,
may

soon

a

baldness

cure,

twelve years of the

next

century.

By 2012,

the

the molecular level, will soon bring forth fantastic
and wrinkled skin made smooth again.
at

new

become the hot international trade issue. These cross-border telecommuters

will compete against workers in affluent countries in a wide variety of occupations.
Forecast #4" Information Warfare--attacks on complex information-management systems and infrastructures--will become
groawing threat to world security and could severely disrupt flows of electrical power, money, air traffic, etc. Unlike tradi

tional weapons, information-based attacks don't
use them.

require

a

lot of money

or

support.

Any small

nation

or

a

terrorist group could

Up to 90% of the world's languages may disappear in the next century as information technology creates a
global culture. English is already the overwhelmingly dominant language in areas such as business, science, and aviation.
Forecast #6: Computer-aided customization will become routine for many manufactured products. Computers will help you
custom-tailor your car, your appliance, as well as your wardrobe.
Forecast #7: Forget about holding a traditional "job." In the future, you'll need to become a "knowledge entrepreneur."
Computers and telecommuting will allow you to market your skills to oranizations around the country or around the world.
Forecast #8: Information is rapidly becoming the world's most precious resource, creating wealth while replacing land,
energy, labor, and capital. Nations that try to restrict the flow of information condemn thenernselves to underdeveloped
Forecast #5:

status.

Schools will be transformed

by interactive

multimedia and

intelligent tutoring systems. These new technologies
will adjust their instruction to the needs and interests of each student to make learning more effective and more fun.
Forecast #10: By the year 2025, more than 4,000 genectic diseases and disorders afflicting humans will be brought under
control thanks to new diagnostic procedures and treatment for genetic conditions. Eventually, no child need be born with
conditions such as sickle-cell anemia, birth defects, or even psoriasis.
Forecast #11: The top 10 technologies with the greatest potential for business profits over the next 10 years are: 1) Genetic
mapping; 2) Supe materials; 3) High density energy sources; 4) Digital high-definition television; 5)
Miniaturizzation technologies; 6) Smart manufacturing; 7) Anti-aging products and services; 8) Medical
treatments; 9) Hybrid-feul vehicles; and 10) Edtainment.
Forecast #9:

Published with

permission by World
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Society
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"We

are

constantly

the educators of
have

so

much

students, good

or

-Monica

Elementary
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f'1

C
C
n

:t>
-i
-

o
:z
reminded that we
tomorrow. We

influence

Ed.

can

It is the year 2010. As

on our

bad."

Wright,

are

experts predicted,

we

have witnessed

a

steady decline in academic

performance. Perhaps this is due to the more lackadaisical attitude associated with
Senior

Major

technologically driven society.
dominated classroom, giving

society."

On

an

As

we

more

expected,

and

rise to

more

average, overcast November

students

elementary school at a mild 95 mph.

where he enters

a

pin number

into

a

are

monitor her

looking good,

but

account-access card that serves
over

the number of

used

to

wrote

up,

Ike's
as

answers

though,

he

models off the internet
awareness

Ike is

bad

his meal ticket.

as

class,

at

hungry,

but

through

Upset over lunch, Ike
out in

forgotten his magnetic

starts to express

frustration

class. He remembers how his parents

actually had to grade assignments by hand and how students
a

computer. Before he could get

by one of his classmates downloading some pictures of
same

only dig up pictures of the last gas-powered car still in

Unimpressed with another painfully plain day,
home late. He wanted to stop

his classroom,

hey-it's almost lunch. Things

the classroom internet station. He tried to do the

but could

swiftly transports

record his attendance. As he goes

he realizes that he has

"hologram" -type assignments given

distracted

to

"paperless

fourth-grader

school bus. The bus

Ike steps off the bus and walks

down instead of just giving commands to
was

average young

as a

computer-

continually has to stop to register data into the software

day turns

tell him of a time when teachers

a

an even more

of twisted utopia known

solar-powered

completion of objectives.

suddenly,

attend class in

meet our

keypad at the door to

the morning, he is frustrated that his teacher

designed to

sort

morning, we

named Ike. At 7:30 A.M., Ike climbs aboard the
Ike to his

a

now

such

Ike e-mailed his

mom

to let

the

too

worked

prettiest

during internet safety
use

in America.

her know that he would be

by the antique store and check out an old-fashioned bicycle

...

the kind

with rubber tires.

-Tia Bobo
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In the Year 2025,

Nursing is

an

Exploding Profession.

spiral in the way of personal health and fitness, sickness and
disease now almost rule the life of the average person. Hospitals are popping up left and right, and
medical firms are issuing an unsurpassed demand for medical personnel. This is unsettling to our
culture, but the apathy seems to me an uncurable malady. Nonetheless, the Nurse is still a bearer of
With America's

the

light to

continuing

agonizing

medical

safety and

average

nurse

sick and diseased. The Nurse

sanitation

is sued six to

have

downward

regulations

seven

single qualm
longer
person's money for it. Because
smell danger from miles away.
no

standard of excellence

as

well

or

herself in

legal minefield.

as a

course

of his

or

her

There is

a new

nurse

must be

It

whirlwind of

now

new

show that the

though people
problems and taking that

keen, focused

movement of this

a

Statistics

career.

another person for their

blaming
of this, today's

as

finds his

type of

seems as

details, and able

on

nurse,

love. Some call them ambassadors of love

or

one

that raises

bearers of the

to

a

light,

something else Christians. Though they are not allowed by law to
share their faith verbally, their excellence in procedure and their sincerely loving care for patients is
covertly but effectively opening peoples' hearts to the love of God. It will be a long road and it will
only get tougher as America get's sicker, but God works in powerful and mysterious ways, and this
but the

is

no

nurses

call themselves

well

times in the

about

a

as

now

exception.

...
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DIARY OF AN ORU STUDENT WHOSE NAME
IS UNKNOWN---

The year is 2018.... the hour is 2:00 a.m.... I am
lying here by a dimly lit candle in exhaustion. I

barely see as the darkness overtakes my
pupils--in and out they go, like the automatic focus on a camera. I search for the words but tiredness seems to
have control over my mind. I barely made it away from the FBI agents who were after me. They noticed me
when I refused to get a chip placed under my skin. In my society no person can live without it. In order to set
up a bank account, shop, eat, or pay payments, you have to scan your hand along side a scanner. It wasn't
always like this, but with the increasing trend towards secular humanism and the protection of "Freedom of
Religion," the government has seemed to take it upon themselves to do away with anything that appears to be a
driving force capable of convincing anyone to believe anything other than what the government already does. I
lie here exhausted, thinking in retrospect of the past month's ins and outs. The police pull me over and search
my car, the tellers at banks look at me with dissaproving eyes that seem to say, "What a fool! Just give up your
and my neighbors are afraid
old Christian beliefs and go with what the government says, it's in your hands."
to speak to me. It's like they think they'll be arrested just for being caught fraternizing with a Christian. I am
studying Theology at ORU, although we are forced to do so in an incognito fashion. The government now
requires that we refer to it as "Religious Studies." I am being trained to preach the Gospel in an uncornprimising
manner, but my fear, as is everyone else's, is that failure to compromise could lead to my imprisonment as well
as my death. I have been asked to take the chip five times in the last month. Sometimes, I think that this must be
can

....

the tribulation. It must be, because I don't see how it could get any worse than this. I fear I will be to tired to
make it to underground prayer in the moring. But I have to go -I MUST.

•
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•
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VIRTUAL SUNGLASSES
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In the 90' s, ORU had it'
out every

sport

century--the
Take

a

on cam

dawn of

look and go

a

bey
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unnine
even
1998 Womens Cross

Country Team:

First Row

(L

to

R): Femina Varghese,

Berdahl, Laura Nichols, Sherilyn
Stephanie Roby,
Asst. Coach Musukuma, Coach David St. John, Coach
Ann

Reyes. Second
Joe Dial

Row:

��

1997 Men's Cross

On

January 31,

1998, ORU's

own

First

(L

R): Jason Rodriguez, Benjamin Houltberg,
Joe Dial, Eric Holmlund, Drew Potter. Second row: Asst. Coach Alick Musukuma,
Clay May, Christopher Smith, John Cottrill, Ian Collins, juhn Pudutti, Coach David St.
John

Country:

row

to

Coach

Virgil Maddox set a
new

world record

by running the

Other ORU Track and

55m dash in 6.14

seconds.

Field noteables:
*

*

*

Daniels, Pole Vault
Ben Chisum, Pole Vault
Wayne Davis, Long Jump
Laura

11.2 1/2

17.1 1/2

24'-11"

Oklahoma All-comers Indoor Meet 12/6/97

•

© Oral Roberts University

•

•

Ine

Inls

Men's Track and Field Team: First Row (L to
Jeremy Harlan, Devon Metcalf. Second Row:

Chauncey Raiden,

Peter Bird, Eric

Holmlund,

R): Jermaine Brewer,

Wayne Davis,

Vince Brown,

Murrio Ducille,

Drew Potter. Third Row: Asst. Coach

Rolle, Asst. Coach Musukumja, Jeremy Parker, Darnell Harkless, Josh Dispennett,
Chris Smith, Trainer Bill Briggs, John Cotrill,Clay May, John Pidutti, Ben Houtberg,
Ben Chisum, Virgil Maddox, Jason Rodriguez, Josh Salsberry, Daniel Applegate, Ian
Collings, Asst. Coach St. John, Head Coach Joe Dial, Asst. Coach Shawna Dial

Women's Track and Field Team: First Row, Sitting on Floor (L to R): Dorenda Desland,
Adrienne Beaman. Second Row, on bench: Antonique Sweeting, Gerry
Tharpe, Femina
Varghese, Laura Daniel, Laura Nichols, Sherilyn Reyes. Third Row: Asst. Coach Shawna
Dial, Asst. Coach Henry Rolle, Theresa Cloud, Trainer Annika Coleman, Joylin

Levy, Kay

Dennis, Juliette Pommell, Asst. Coach Musukuma, Elyse Sams, Stephanie Roby, Tanessa
Scott, Everee OIakley, Katharyn Deppe, Emma Stinson, Angela Manuel-White, Dena Dial,

Janee Jett, Asst. Coach St. John, HeadCoach Joe Dial.
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1997-98 Women's

Spring Golf Results:
Finish

Tournament
1.

].C. Penney

2 of 15

2/21-2/22

Lady Bronco

2.

4of9

3/16-3/17

JSU Gamecock 4 of 15

3.

3/6-3/7
4. SMSU Inv.

1 of 10

4/6-4/7
5. Mid-Con

1 of 4

4/27-4/2S

1997 -'98 Men's Golf

Spring Reults:
Tournament

Finish
1.

even

Bridges

15 of IS

All-American

2/16-2/17
2. UTSAlnv.

15 of IS

2/23-2/24
3. SMSU

4of1S

3/30-3/31
4. ASU Indian 14 of IS

4/6-4/7
5. Schocker

•

reen
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10of20

Classic

4/13-4/14
5. Mid-Con

Tourney

lof7
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The Season
as we saw
•

It

.....

the year

"Coming into
expectations

were

our

high.

Some breaks didn't go our
way and we lost in a few
.

.

.

"

overtime srtuanons.

-josh Cales
"We weren't
we

as

succussful

could have been

would have liked

to

as

or

be. It

good stepping stone
and good preparation."
-Greg Bibeau

was a

''As

long as

a

team con

progress at the
that it has, we will have

tinues
rate

the

to

caliber

high

team

in the

"

L

ruture.

-jonathan King
Most memorable game:

Oct. 22,1997
ORU

"It

4, UMKC2

was

season.

the best game of the
It was probably our

best win. UMKC
in the conference
.

was

at

first

the

"

time.

-Kyle Toby

© Oral Roberts University

Three minutes left in the game, the score is tied at 2, and Brazil is challenging Jamaica in
Cup championship match. Then out of nowhere, Marlon Muschett dashes up

the 2002 World

the field and kicks the ball in the net. Jamaica wins 3-2! This is Marlon's first
year playing for
the national Jamaican soccer team since his recent
graduation from Oral Roberts University.
A little boy is
next to him is his
sitting in the stands wearing a Nathan Dunk

father
to

Muse

wearing Marquise
jersey.
replace NFL and NBA jerseys on the
a

sented

on

the

jersey,

These

jersey. Right
Major League Soccer (MLS) jerseys

are

beginning

backs of many Americans. These two players repre
Dunk and Muse, were drafted into the MLS numbers two and three,

respectively.
Soccer is

Soaring

incomes

slowly

Even

and

at

new

pastime

as

attendance is

at an

all-time

high.

the board of major sports have contributed to their own tragic downfall,
new love to call their own. Gone are the
peanuts and crackerjacks:

across

and fans have found

Americans have

becoming America's

a

finally given way the pure, fundamental, and competitive game of soccer.
ORU, soccer remains as a pastime of its own. Nathan Dunk, Marlon Muschett,
to

Muse all

Marquise
passed up offers with European clubs to play overseas. Insted, they paid
the price with their effort and committment to stay in America for their
professional careers.
Ironically,

all three

players

were

recruited

by

scouts

while

northeast Oklahoma has put themselves on the map with
outstanding soccer program full of quality
individuals. It appears that their
is paying off: just last week they
a

given

an

diligence

a

sw Missouri St.

0-7

Centenary
George Mason
George Washington

0-1

0-6

Texas Christian

2-1

Air Force

1-4

Metro State

2-4

Tulsa

0-3

W. Illinois

1-20T

Missouri Southern

1-0

UMKC

2-30T

Valparaiso

2-20T

NE Illinois

5-1

W. Illinois

1-0

UMKC

4-2

UC-Santa Barbara

1-2

NE Illinois

4-1

Valparaiso

0-10T

0-6

Overall Record: 5-12-1

top
ranking
coaches
pre-season

were

in

attending

ORU. This small school in

Scoreboard

ten

Conference Record: 3-4-1

poll.

ORUMen'sSoccerTeam(LroR):NathanDW1k,MarquisMuse,ScottBranan,Dusry
Richmond, Austin Wilkerson, Marlon Muschett, Donnie Hoock Row2: Stepehnl'oster,
JakeAldrich, Martl.amberti, Ray Ramos, Ryan Lottowasser, Coach Ellito, Coach Cussen,
Rebecca Lower (managerj.joeljeune, Matt Helland, Row 3: Ricardo Godhino, Colby

Hale, GregBibeall, Nathan Busby, Chad Burke.] ohn Eland, Adarn Spuler,Josh Cales,

Jonathan King, Kyle Toby, RickyWard,Josh Curhmann, Marcus Penner, Lance Levan
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The season
as we saw
•

tt.

.

"We had fun. We learned
a

lot and

we won some

games. I wouldn't say that
was too

bad of a
-

"This year

year."

Danielle Larabee

we

had im

proved connection and
more
experience on the
field, which increased

our

level of play."
-Cora

"With twelve

Allegranza

players

to

pull from, our team was
required to play with a lot
of heart and a high level of
intensity.
to

We learned how

deal with setbacks and

get

things

done."

-AshleyAldrich
Most

On

Lopsided Victory:

September 6th,

Oral Roberts

1997,

University

defeated

Troy State 18-1.
Marthe Jorgenson had four
goals while both Mandy
Noonkester and Leslie

Phillips scored three

•

times

.

© Oral Roberts University

Scoreboard
the

of the world around

Despite
rapid growth
relatively unchanged. In the arena
world recognition and popularity.

of sports, there is

us,

one

there

are a

few

things

that remain

game that has outlasted all others in

Soccer is

arguably the purest, most fundamental sport
know to mankind. If one were to look about at other present-day sports it becomes obvious
that changes are happening every day. New equipment, new rules, new playing fields, and
even new
strategies have made their way into the ever-changing sports world. Just look at the
NBA and their

recent

decision

to

extend the free-throw line another 10 inches.

Despite

evolution in many major sports, soccer is one sport that hasn't changed and probably never
will. It is the only sport that is played in virually every nation world-wide. From grass to
gravel, it can be played on any surface bearable enough. The only things needed are a couple
of goals and

object

round ball. In

a

is

world's

simple; put the ball
most
popular sport
a

columnist for the Tulsa

competitive edge and
women's

community,

pure love for the game

Oral Roberts

University
another winning SL. son for

team at

completed yet
to

I have found

one

local

team

whose

the sport of soccer very well. The
competes at a high intensity and has recently
serves

the 17th consecutive year.

Keep

in mind that this

that upset North Carolina in 2001
win their first-ever national title. They
team

soccer

Alabama

0-2

Troy

State

18-1

Tulsa

0-1

Northern Arizona

6-1

UALR

2-1

SMSU

0-1

Drury

1-0

Oklahoma Christian

6-0

McNeese Stae..............

6-2

Texas Christian

2-0

OLe Miss

2-3

Oklahoma

2-1

Belmont

3-2

Creighton

1-1

Pacific.

1-4

Baylor.

0-5

Overall Record: 10-6-1

coached

by former graduate Beth
Ingram, who has literally brought
are

9-1

..

As

is the

places where there are no goals, trash cans will do just fine. The
in your opponent's goal. It is elementary and pure. It is the

Northwestern St

back

to

life in the Tulsa

This

community.

team

has it all

together, both on and off the
field. They lead by example
and are continually praised for
their character and

sportsmanship.
established

a

ORU has

fine tradition within

its program for years

to come.

1997 ORU Women's Soccer Team

(L toR) Row

Ashley Aldrich, Marit johansen, Leslie Phillips,
Camden Carr, Danielle Larabee, Mandy Noonkester, Anny Myge Row 2: Didier Flores, Amanda Mendoza, Martha
Jorgenson, Beth Ingram, Jessica Dixon, Jana Stagner, CoraAllegranza, Rimini Ross, Coach Steve Hayes
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1:

A Mome

Greg Bibeau
He's
know

a man

after God's

Greg personally

believes in. For

have

or

a man so

what God wanted

own

heart, known by many for his

joyful

heart and

melting smile.

Those who

him in action also know that he would go to the
grave for what he
committed to sharing the gospel of}esus Christ, why play soccer? "I knew that's
seen

do," said Greg during

informal interview. "I

enjoyed getting to know the guys
on the team, but I still had to make the decision
every year to keep playing." While soccer challenged him
in many areas, Greg refused to give up on what he believed in. "I did my best to
give my all in everything. I
learned that winning isn't everything. You learn more from losing." That is an amazing perspective
coming
from one who for the most part played for teams that have lost more than they've won.
Greg is originally from Bloomfield Hills, Michigan and lays claim to something most families never
experience. "I have three sisters and three brothers, a total of seven kids in the family." Greg is also the RA
on Full Armor this year. "The RA
program stretches me to love people that I wouldn't normally go out of
my way to love." That perhaps might explain Greg's kind demeanor and his ability to make others feel
God's love when he is around. Though he is an 0.1. Com major and a Psychology minor, Greg's mission
is pretty simple in statement, yet complex in nature. "I want to take the light of God to where His
light is
that
leads."
This
summer
he
is
wherever
out
his
words by leading an ORU missions team to
dim,
walking
it
When
for
one
month.
comes
America
down
to
South
it, there are some rather large attributes that make
He
it
like
Bibeau.
keeps pretty simple though and handles everyday in great perspective. "I
Greg
up a man
© Oral Roberts University
Thus begins the legacy of GregBibeau
want them to say that I cared abut people."
me to

an

....
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The Year in
•

revIew

....

Beyo d Inter
Wate

s

Gol

.....

"We had

saying on

a

e

the

back of our T-shirts, 'It's
where you start, but
where you finish,' that
not

explained

year."
-juliana Moser
our

"We beat l Oth ranked
Arizona and

we

Colorado

the 5th

to

game with

played
of our

most

players injured.

The

coach did

good job

as

well

a

very

the

as

new

new

fresh-

"

man.

-Sandra Paula Theis
"I learned

a

lot about

perseveramce and depend
ing on God for even physi

strength. The love that
these girls have for the game
is going to cause them to be
excellent players."
cal

-

Season
The

Lady

Tamra Paselk

Highlights
Golden

Eagles went

undefeated in their first-ever
season

in the Md-Continenr

Conference.

They advanced

to

the second round of the NCAA
tournament

before

losing to

highly-ranked Colorado.

© Oral Roberts University

As the world

and

into the

global village we know it to be,
intercollegiate athletics has taken a turn down the international highway of competition.
The NCAA just this week announced a new
pilot program which will launch U.S.-based
teams into
foreign lands such as Brazil, Spain, Argentina, Italy, and the most recently
liberated nation of China. The chairman of the newly formed NCAA commitee on global
athletics, Mike Carter of Oral Roberts University, issued this statement, "We feel that this
venture into the rest of the world will
give volleyball more exposure and will bring other
Universities to field more competitive teams and heighten the level of competition
throughout the world." The idea to go global was brought about when the Oral Roberts
University women's volleyball team last year won the International Volleyball Achievement
Award for it's predominant role in successfully integrating a
winning team comprised of
both foreign and U.S. citizens. Led by coach Sandra Paula Theis in her 7th year, the ORU
ladies have proven to the world that they come ready to play. "We are tremendously
blessed to have such quality players who bring
all they have to the court." The Lady
Golden Eagles will be a part of
the Global Cup competition
beginning next summer
in Beijing, China.
They will be joined
by other collegiate
turns more

more

Season Stats
Record: 29-10

Conference: 8-0
Home: 12-0

Away:

10-6

Neutral: 7-4
note:

The

Lady

Golden

embarked upon a
25 match winning streak which

Eagles

began Sept.

13

against

and ended Nov. 25

vs.

Ohio State
Texas A&M.

programs from

Arizona, Utah,
and Minnesota.
It will prove

be

a

to

global

outreach indeed!
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After

being absent for close to twenty years while building a successful NBA career,
ORU's rock of gibraltar, Rocky Walls, has returned to
sign a lucrative seven year contract
as assistant head coach at Oral Roberts
University. He will stand along side current head
coach, Tim Gill who has led the ORU Golden Eagles men's basketball team to a record
setting eight consecutive trips to the NCAA final four. Walls, a native of Dallas, TX, will
reportedly serve as Gill's rebounding and shot-blocking specialist.The last time these two
men worked the courts
together was in their glory days at ORU joined with the likes of
Earl "The Pearl" McClellan, Blake Moses, Clifford Crenshaw, Derrick
Taylor, Phillip
Owens, and Chad "Slim" Wilkerson. Gill and Walls have also begun negotiations with
perspective players to fill out the roster for next season. If the rumors hold true, ORU will
house a team stacked with championship
potential and overall NBA caliber like never
before. When asked

why he was returning as

the assistant coach,

Rocky said, "I believe in
this school and what it stands for. I have reached
many of my own personal dreams and
and
now
it
is
time
to
back
to
the ones who gave me a chance to prove myself."
goals
give
When asked about the upcoming season, Walls
simply responded, "GET READY!!"
Coaches Gill and Walls have issued a
challenge to the students, faculty, and staff to come
the
team
as
their
standards and amaze the critics. If tradition holds
support
they guard
true, the Golden Eagles will have made more NCAA final

1997-'98 Record
Overall: 19-13

Conference: 12-4

Non-Conference: 7-8
Home: 11-1

A Conference

The Golden
their first

to

Eagles

season

Continent

ing

Beginning::
finished

in the Mid

conference, advanc

the 2nd round of the

conference

bowing out

tournament
to

before

Youngstown

St.

four appearances than any team since the
great
Wildcats
of
the
1990's.
Kentucky
See you

at

the dance!

© Oral Roberts University
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Hu
Scoring
1.

Leaders:

Jessica Rhoten, 15.8

2. Heather

Davis, 13.4
3. Samantha Rhoten, 10.6

Rebounds
1. Laketa
2.

Collier, 6.8
Jessica Rhoten, 5.0

3. Heather Davis, 3.9

Steals
1. Lea

Barrera, 2.1
2. Laketa Collier, 2.0

Blocked Shots
1.

Jessica Rhoten,

2. Samantha

2.0

Rhoten, 0.4

A Season

High:

Jessica Rhoten posted 31 pts.
against the University of
North Texas

on

Dec.

30th,

1997.

II
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No, you're

not

seeing double, you're seeing twins! Jamie

and

Jennifer Mills,

1997-'98 Record:

fresh off

of their

glorius stay in the WNBA (Women's National Basketball Association), have
recently begun to field their own dream team of players as the city of Tulsa has gained
approval for the admittance of a new franchise into the WNBA. Both of the Mills
sisters admit that this is

I

,

giant step for Tulsa, but the Oklahoma natives believe that
franchised basketball team will function smoothly and without a lot of
competition
since Tulsa lost it's hockey team, the Oilers, back in 1998 after a series of
games in
which the coach left the bench to harm
opposing players during games. Said Jamie
Mills, "I'm excited about bringing a women's basketball team to the city of Tulsa. I
think it will prove
sister

to

be

a

quite

an

adventure and fun

Jennifer agreed,

family entertainment."

"It will be very rewarding indeed."
state-of-the-art ORU Hamilton Center,

new

Tickets go

on

sale

named after retired Provost Dr. Carl

Hamilton. The
called the Tulsa
will

scrimmage
Lady Golden
Eagles of Oral

new

Her twin
at

the

Overall: 7-19
Home:
a

4-4

Conference: 7-9
A

near

upset:
On Dec. l-ith the Golden

Eagles nearly defeated the
15th ranked Georgia
Bulldogs, but fell short 6064.

team,

Tigers,
the

Roberts Uni
versIty

begin
,

I

to

their

season

and

will

play

host

to a

team

male

comprised

of ex-NBA

stars.

© Oral Roberts University
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GoldenFitgleBasketball
The

legacy continues.
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Augustina

Results W,7-0

Rec.l-0
UMKC

Results L,4-1

Rec.l-l
N. Iowa

Results W,8-1

Rec.2-1

Centenary

Results W,4-1

Rec.3-1

Double H

Results W,6-1

Rec.4-1

© Oral Roberts University

The latest

onslaught

of new

equipment has

hit the tennis market

again, and
many
frenzy over which product is going to
their
tennis
The
improve
game.
Dunlop Corporation recently announced plans to
release a tennis raquet which swings itself by
reacting to the nerve endings in your

now

consumers

find themselves in

once

a

hand and the messages received from the brain. For the
beginner, this raquet will be
as
it
the
perfect
develops
proper muscle tone and forces the learner to to through the
proper motions of hitting a ball. "This raquet is going to revolutionize the sport of
tennis so much that we anticipate a
said James
tripling in sales over the next
year,

Calcutt, CEO of Dunlop. "People who
tennis

never

dreamed

they

could

enjoy a game

of

looking toward our new raquet to teach them the proper skills to get them
their way. The raquet functions very simply. First, if a ball is hit
your way, you
already naturally receive a message from you brain telling you to get ready. At that
are

on

point,

the

special sensors placed in the hanle of the raquet will send a reverse/
involunary message back to your brain telling you when and where to hit the ball,
including speed as well. While this product has potential flaws and a lot of specula
tion because it challenges one of American's favorite
sports, it already has people
young and old ready to buy!!

© Oral Roberts University
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Abilene Christian
W5-4
,

Wyoming L,2-7
Colorado W,9-0
E.

Washington

L2-7
,

Air Force

W,5-4

SIU Carbondale
W5-4
,

Creighton L,4-5
St. Louis L,3-5
Buffalo W,9-0

Bowling Green
L,5-6

George Mason
W6-3
,

Desquesne W,8-1
N. W.Misssouri
W7-1
,

© Oral Roberts University
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Golden

Eagle

Standouts '97-'98
(as of 4/28/98)
Pitchers:
1. Derek Dixon

9-2, 2.92 ERA
2. Joe Schroeder
2-2, 3.04 ERA
3.

Dusty

Barrett

4-3, 3.59 ERA

Hitting:
1. Mike Dean

.432,

10 HR, 51 RBI

2. Andrew Mosher

.395, 7 HR, 53 RBI
3.

Jeff Stallings
.393, 3 HR, 28 RBI

Recruiting Note:
For the third

straight
season, Collegiate Baseball
Magazine has Ranked Oral
Roberts

University as
having one of the top75
recrui ting classes in the
nation. Their 1998 rank

ing was 42nd.
© Oral Roberts University

America's favorite

pastime

question about it. That was
paying the most recent price
Pirates

has forever been the game of baseball, hands down, no
until virtual reality baseball came along anyway. Instead of
of $23.50 for

a

admission ticket

general

to see

the

experience

the

game which
you

want to

teams

sights

you

want to

watch, how

win. This machine

yourself into

a

can

many home runs you'd like to see, and who
do it all. As a matter of fact, you can even enter

game if you'd like and

become America's latest

see

if you

pitching phenomenon

hit

off of Derek Dixon, who has
after leading the San Diego Padres to the
can

one

world series

following his carreer at Oral Roberts University. By the way: you can even
watch your favorite college team lace up for a
rivalry just like the old days. Choose from
any game ever played, like ORU's defeat of Oklahoma on March 14th, 1998, or the
Minnesota Twins
ever

the game,

you

are sure to

gigantic World Series victory over
or whatever the
atmosphere

Record: 34-18
Home:

22-7

Away:

8-8

you

and sounds of your favorite ballpark. From the vendors selling
peanuts to the obnoxious fan yelling obsenities in your ear, virtual reality baseball offers
whatever it is you are looking for in a ballpark
experience. Just tell the operator of the
can

(as of 4/28/98)

Pittsburg

Three Rivers Stadium, you can go most any
neighborhood ballpark and experi
ence the latest
boyhood craze since the invention of the supersoaker water gun: Virtual
of a movie back in 1998),
Reality Baseball. That's correct, for only $6.00 (the
at

price

1998 Record:

the Atlanta Braves in 1991. What

find it in

virtual reali ty
baseball.
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Neutral: 4-3

Highlights:
ORU defeated the

of Oklahoma 9-5
1998 in Norman.

University

on

March 14,

Derek Dixon:

together

Putting

it all

Prom the city of C 'kasha,,(!)lt']ahoma
o� ORU's bestand

brightest baseball players, Mr.

Derek Dixon. A Junior

Derek ha
to b

�

comes one

CoU,ge transfer in 1997,
of ORU's best

hopes
on hi$ way to the big leagues.
d Physical Education major and
with many possibilities.
Qm�Qne

I'll be�rafted in the up
ixon, ''but if not, I can

d finish

ucation
ation." These

g the

p()ten��GlJ]

grown a
1 saule Cli1l1!d
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Golden

Eagle Baseball:

The

Pursuit of Excellence.
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Women's

Top

10

All School Points
1. Gucci

6157

2. Rock

5885

3.

Men's

Top

10

All School Points

Youngblood

6963

2. Full Armor

6741

3. Remnant

6187

4. Schoolers

4246

5. Dunamis

3772

6. Covenant

2641

7. Vatican

2495

8.

2084

1.

Sigma

9. Goodfellas
10. Heirborn

1956
1843

INT
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Imago

Dei

3009

4. Kalos

2322

5. Anno Domini

2276

6. Virtue

2081

7. Moriah

1834

8.

1815

Destiny

9. Red

1319

10.

1297

Bloodbaught

The Year In Review.
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Cheering
Heights!

to new

It

was

great seeing the cheerleading Squad

doing lifts.

It has been since my freshman

year.--Senior Tiffany Fuller
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"Their works will exceed

ORU, always

a

part of

Roberts. Students
to

are

0

He'

expect only greatnes

and to fulfill their call t
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•

a

Log-dateline 2008--Student Affairs, has
brought in the new Matchem system.
Designed
with

a

system matches students as roommates
variety of factors.
Designer Dave

Townsend

Matchem

in

the

10%

of

has

been

downloads

brain.

Since

in

the

mid

brain

our

in

when
The

experimentation,
remarkable
cell

the

that

brain.

found

was

all

of

a

will

be

technologies
breakthrough

A

to

contains

and

only

Klinger Cell was
cell, through chemical
brain's

When

use

the

the

successes,

we

the

Matchem

of

50%

information

made

Einstein

1900's

the

put with the

state-of-the-art

a

all

capacity,

studying
2001

discovered.

The

system

be

campus."

is

that

statement

will

on

person

Matchem

mechanism

came

students

compatible

been very
With the

universities.

many

system,

The

from

"Matchem has

explains,

effective

most

in

this

2004,

failures

student

the
of

signs

possess a
total capacity.

fears,

the

desires,

student.

for

registration,
they
brought to the Wallace building,
formerly known as the Classroom Center, where
they will enter the Matchem box, where the
information
with

no

from

harm

information

instantly
not

is

the

The

the

Klinger

cell

is

student.

Once

the

released,

notified

roommate.

far,

to

the

of

Matchem

latest

up

of

the

the

system,
the

is

person

identity
new

removed,

of

their

to

ORU,is

high-tech

inventions.

--by
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Heath

Stoner

by
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"My life is consumed with
reaching the people of Africa with
every possible way." This
statement has been the driving
force beyond the work of missionary
Sara Cooper.
Sara graduated as a
Resident Advisor from ORU almost
15 years ago and has been taking
the "light where it is seen dim."
"I

the missionaries off

can see

the past in heaven watching us in
awe. I can see Jim Elliot, Mother

Theresa, the Apostle Paul, and
many others

seeing how the people
are receiving Christ by the new
innovative ways." Sara knew that
when she came to Africa, the tough
situations she was going up against
She wondered how she was going
to reach all the tribes in the vast

desolate

areas.

She asked the Lord

give her an idea on how to reach
His people.
Sara began to look at some
world-wide products and came up
with a marketing plan in which she
to

was

able to have direct

access

to

the

president of the company she
product was Coca
Cola. The president was Steve

chose. The

Maclntire. She knew that this

product

reached

people throughout

the world, and she hoped to use it to
reach people with the "Water that

left

thirsting." Soon
began witnessing to Steve,
no one

after she
he got

saved. Three years later, the
President of Coke products made

a

statement, that every Coke can
would, from this point on, contain
John 3: 16 written

on

Country
language printed

on

its label.

would have their

the

Every

own

cans.

Sara concludes

by saying, "Jesus
said to go to the world. We are
simply using the technology to win
the world back to the Lord.
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1\-\E NORMagain
"I decided

to

be

an

RA

so

that I

might grow and be surrounded by people
that are challenging me to grow. I get to
be men to red by such incredible women of
God. I want to be a friend to the girls on
my floor and relate
minister to them."

Leslie

Leupen,

to

them

so

that I

can

Health and Exercise Science

"The RA program helped me gain confi
dence in the abilities and giftings God has

placed in me as a woman
Bethany" OJ Comm

and leader."
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"The RA

program gives
you the opportunity to
be discipled by godly
men.

An

example

is

set before you and
you set the example

for your guys, it's
through this example
that

one

leads

effectively.

I

accountable

am

by

held

the

program and I hold my
guys accountable.
Proverbs 27:17 Iron

sharpens
SeniorAaron

I ron.

Snavely,

"This is Dick Clark, broadcast
ing live from Times Square in
New York

the

new

City

the Eve of

millennium. This is

possibly the
Sonies

on

most

exciting
people

New Year's Eve most
will

experience

in their life

time, and how fortunate
are

to

said,
the

as

"
..

he leaned in to stare at

computer

and Aaron

furiously,

screen.

Michael Homan
entered

digits at a
maddening pace in�@
the computer, hoping
the program
that will adjust the

Dan Collier

"Try this",

lem.

to write

we

be able to witness it..

ially devastating prob

Both he

Snavely worked

while another

computer's
clock, the

internal
of this

cause

"bug". "I think I'm
making progress"
,

Homan exclaimed.

"Welt hurry

it's

-

a

group a few feet away worked
at another computer. "This

before the clock strikes

crash could

twelve", Brad Meares

wipe

out world

banking systems, or it could
just take a few minutes to fix",
Snavely stated.
"Let's solve it tonight",
Collier decided. The "Year
2000

Bug",

"Y2K"

,

also known

was

predicted

as

to

affect entire world

systems,

of

banking,

including

areas

the IRS, air-traffic control, and
Social Security. In a room

high

above Times

Square

where the

matter of minutes

directed. The

men

leaned into the

com

puters closer, the
screen

glowing

on

their

strained faces.
As the

men

travailed, Paul

Burnett

suddenly stopped.
"Hey, Louis, take a
look at this", Burnett
said. Louis Colon

rolled his chair

over

what Burnett had

largest New Year's
celebration was occurring,

see

former Resident Advisors

puting the program

from ORU

Burnett had written,
Colon started to nod

were

working to

find the solution to this

poten-

to

done.

Mentally

com

CaNT. ON PC 141
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CONT. FROM PG 140
his head, slowly at first, then
more

enthusiastically as

he

re

viewed Burnett's work.
"You did it," Colon said, as he
turned and looked at Burnett.

"Quickly install this in the
system," Burnett said, anxious
see if the
program he had just
-

to

written would work.
A crowd of the

men

gathered

around Burnett's workstation.
"Do you think this is going to fix
it?" Jason Chiodo asked. The

slowly nodded their heads.
"I'm loading now," Chris Wall
yelled from another room.
"Only moments until the ball
will drop on the New Millen
nium," Dick Clark proclaimed to
millions of viewers. "Goodbye
men

1999

...

Hello 2000"

.

The RA's sat

ing

nervously, pray
under their breath that this

computer bug which

pated

to

cause

sion, would be

was

antici

worldwide confu

brought under

control before it

was

too late.

Stories below, crowds looked
upward, their eyes fixed on the

giant ball that signaled the begin
ning of a new year in the past,
and tonight, a new millenniums.
"Let the countdown be

gin 10,9,8,7,
...

"
..

Tension filled the air of the

darkened room, each eye strain
ing to see if a simple clock would,
like the rest of the
nize the

new

world, recog
millennium, or

worldwide computer
system crashes.
cause

"
...

6,5,4,

"
...

Burnett had his hands clenched

behind is head. "Please, God,
make this work," he pleaded in
his
"

thoughts.
3,2,1 Happy New Millenni

...

....

ums!!!" The crowd below went

wild with celebration.

Just then, the computer clock
flashed, "01/01/ 2000".
....

By Joy Merritt
•

W
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"The RA
has

program
me
how

to

taught

become

a

good leader.. and that
is
just for starters.
It has given me
life
practical
training that I can
bring to the world
around

me,

as

family,

my

wife

as

well

future

and kids.

the

for

I

utmost

the

have

respect

RA

program.

My

spiritual

has

been

growth

The
astounding.
spiritual training
very
challenging
and

seek

motivating
God with

everything
Matt

Junior,

II

I

IS

to

have."

Iverson,
01

Comm

© Oral Roberts University
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THAN A TITLE

"The RA program has given me the
oppurtunity to be discipled and to disciple
others. Dean

Guajardo has poured so many
practical, spiritual truths into our lives most
importantly, he's encouraged us to exhibit the
character of Christ in our relationships, jobs,
and everything we do. I've really been able to
draw strength from the strong fellowship the RA
program creates for us. As I take that strength
and the things I learn and pour them into the
....

lives of the

men on

my

floor,

I realize that God

only preparing me for my future, but also
that there is a joy that only comes through
seeing the lives of other people changed."
David Lynn, Senior, Biomedical Chemistry
is

not
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year's focus of the APA program is service.
really have been learning to lead by serving. �

"This
We

told my dorm group that no one should fail if
they are willing to work and if they have the

responsibility is to make
sure
they have these resources. The thing I've
learned more than anything is that the more
responsibility I have, the more I need to serve. ]t:'s
taught me so much about responsibility, and how
to balance all that responsibility from the pro
gram with my responsibilities academically, spiri
tually and socially." Teresa Shobe(upper Francis)
necessary

resources.

Our

"Being an Academic Dorm Director gave me an
oppurtunity to grow in many ways, particularly
with my dorm group. 'As iron sharpens iron
This phrase really portrays the experience I've had!
with my dorm group. The unity among this grouf
was so
strong and this allowed us to challenge each
'

....

other

grow. We are all different, so we were aU
stronger in different areas, and we were able to
learn from each other because of this.
Some 0.€£
to

aspects of being an ADD that I really enjoy are
being an orientation leader, working with regisera
tion and

being involved with college weekend. ]t's
awesome to meet such a vast amount of
people,
even if it is
only for a few minutes. I greatly appre
ciate the oppurtunities this program has allowed
me." Kevin Savage(lower Micheal)
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T en years ago

the Oral Roberts

no man

would have

University

thought!

Academic Pier

Advisor program would have progressed
the point where it is today. Today each

student has assistance available
whenever he

or

she

the students have

human

wants

to

him

to

or

her

longer do

it. No

rely upon other fallible
beings because in this day and age
to

each student has been issued, upon valida
tion, their very own APA2000. This hand
held wealth of knowledge

through his

guides

the studemt

her classes, giving insight and
instruction where the teacher may have left
or

topic a little fuzzy. But the APA2000 is
not only good for studying, it also provides
each student with information pertinent to
their major and extra curricular activities,
such as group meetings and event announce
the

ments.

With

can see

his financial

a

push

and overall GPA
able
left

of a button, any studeas
account, current

grades

date. Also, this student is
determine exactly what classes he has

to

take

to

complete his major. This
feature is made possible through the
APA2000's radio frequency uplink with
ZAPA (the recently implemented central
processing unit that control's ORU's com
puter system.) Never again will a student
miss a deadline or forget to attend an impor
tant
meeting. The APA2000 was designed
and constructed by Daniel Tucker (Class of
99), after being inspired by his own APA's
to

to

academic abilities. He felt that all students

should have

great APA just like his and the
APA2000 seemed the only logical answer.
a

Now, the only responsiblities of the APA's
the information up
APA2000, and to, as faithfully
are to

keep

answer

any

as

date

on

always,

questions there might be.

By: Floyd Bell III
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Berzinis
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Congratulations!

LISA

Melissa

JANEEN

Surely

WORDS CRNNOT EHPRESS THE JOY YOU HRUE
BROUGHT TO SO MRNY. NOT ONL Y FOR RLL THRT YOU
HRUE DONE BUT FOR RLL THRT YOU RRE.

LOUE,
ORO, DEN I SE, &- SUSRN

JOSHUA NATHAN BAKER
YOUR MANY
ACCOMPL I SHMENTS HAUE
ALWAYS MADE US PROUD TO BE
YOUR PARENTS!! MAY GOD
CONTINUE TO DIRECT YOU IN
YOUR L I FE'S WORK AND GOALS.
WE LOUE YOU AND ARE SO UERY
PROUD OF YOU.
CONGRATULATIONS
ON YOUR
COLLEGE
GRADUATION! !
GOD'S MANY
BLESSINGS
DAD AND MOM

you have learned that
do all things through

you can
Christ who

ANNIBAL

CHER I ARM I NTA

Lytle

gives

you

strengh!

We thank God for you and we
know that you thank Him for an

end to

registration

lines.

Mom, Sheridan, Jim,
Gregg, Jonathan & Kaylan

Love,

-

CONGRRTULRTIONS

lOlETHA CH IlES

CHATMAN
MAY GOD MAKE YOU
COMPLETE IN EUERY GOOD

MOTHER WHO HRS

WORK TO DO THIS WILL AS

RLWRYS WRNTED R GOOD

YOU EMBARK I NTO THE

EDUCRTION, PROUIDE

NEHT PHASE OF YOUR II FE.

FOR HER FRM I L Y, RND BE

WE LOUE YOU AND ARE

R GOOD

PROUD OF
YOU.

TO R HRRD WORK I NG

EHRMPLE.
WE LOUE
YOU.
YOUR K IDS,

MOM, DAD,
MARIA,
AN ITA, ANDRE,

PORSHE,
TRUTH, RND

II SHELLY

CEDRIC

TONYA JEAN I NE EDWARDS

THROUGHOUT YOUR LI FE, AS YOU HAUE
FOLLOWED PROUERBS 37:4, "DELI GHT
THYSELF ALSO I N THE LORD; AND HE SHALL

This is

GlUE THE DES I RES OF TH I NE HEART," IT HAS
BEEN A BLESS I NG TO WATCH THE LORD MOUE
ON YOUR BEHALF!

extra, extra
special graduation day! You
an

had the faith to belieue that
God wanted you to attend
O.R.U. and that He would
prouide the finances. He
has!!!! All I can say is "To God
the gloty"!!! Tonya, He who

began

a

good

work in you will
Stay focused on

complete it.
Jesus. (Jeremiah

29:

11)

WE ARE SO GRATEFULL AND PROUD OF

YOU, AS

ANOTHER CHAPTER I N YOUR LI FE IS
COMPLETED. MAY YOU CONTI NUE TO STAND
ON PROUERBS 3:5-6, "TRUST I N THE LORD
WITH At TH I NE

HEART;

AND LEAN NOT UNTO TH I NE OWN

UNDERSTAND I NG. I N ALL THY WAYS ACKNOLEDGE HIM, AND HE
SHALL DIRECT THY PATHS," AS WE ANTI C I PATE THE EHC ITI NG
TH I NGS THAT ARE YET TO COME!

LOUE, MOM, DAD, MATHEEW, BENJAMIN, ADAM, ALL THE REST
OF YOR FAM I L Y l} FR I ENDS! ! !

© Oral Roberts University

JUSTI N E. FRRME

AMY GLEASON
TRUE SUCCESS I S BE I NG IN
GOD'S WILL, YOU RRE!
COURRGE IS OUERCOM I NG
GRERT 0 I FF I CUL TI ES. YOU

HRUE! YOU HRUE SHOWN
STRONG GODL Y CHRRRCTER
RND I NTEGR ITY I N DEC I S

IONS,

GOD WILL USE YOU TO BU I LD
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOUR

MRRR I RGES RND HELP TRKE

ACCOMPLI SHMENT,
LEADERSH I P AND MOSTL Y

NRTI ONS. THE BEST I S YET TO
BE! WE RRE PROUD OF YOU!

YOUR GODL Y CHARACTER.

LOUE,

LOUE,

ORO RND MOM

MOM AND DAD
••••••••••••••••••••••

: RHONDA GR I FF ITH

:

•

•

SHANNON HALLMAN
WE KNOW TH I S HRS BEEN R

•
•

ANGELA JOY HATCH

•

CHRLLENGE, BUT NOTH I NG WORTH

•

DO I NG

WHRT R BLESS I NG YOU RRE

WOULD BE RNY LESS.

RND WHRT R BLESS I NG THRT

REMEMBER, "WE RRE RLWRYS IN
THE FORGE, OR ON THE RNU I L; BY

TH I SIS YOUR HERRT'S DES I RE.
"ONE TH I NG YOU RSK OF THE

TR I RLS GOD IS SHRP I NG US FOR

WE LOUE YOU RND RRE SO
PROUD OF YOU RND RLL YOUR
RCCOMPL I SHMENTS.

RLWRYS REMEMBER PHIL. 4:13 I
CRN DO RLL TH I NGS THROUGH
CHR I ST WH I CH STRENGTHENETH

ME.

LORD, THI SIS WHRT YOU SEEK,

HIGHER TH I NGS."
YOU RRE R DEL I GHT, FULL OF

THRT YOU MRY DWELL IN THE

SUBSTRNCE RND LOUE, TRLENTED
RND GIFTED, RND OUR FRIEND!
GOD WILL USE YOU M I GHTL Y RND

DRYS OF YOUR

HOUSE OF THE LORD RLL THE

LIFE, TO GRZE

UPON THE BERUTY OF THE LORD

WE RRE

RND TO SEEK HIM IN HIS

PROUD OF

TEMPLE."

PSRML 27:4

MRY THE LORD GlUE YOU YOUR

YOU!

LOUE,

HERRT'S DES I RE. GOD LOUES

MOM II
ORO

YOU, WE LOUE YOU, THRT'S JUST
THE WRY IT'S GONNR BE.
LOUE MOM RND ORO

LOUE YOU, MOM RND ORO
••••••••••••••••••••

"'Ra�Ty

MIke�"

�� � 61TT6e soy hidl tlspirtlliondl wzre grtlnd,
'R.usty wentzd 10 be tI gtlrbtlgil men.
'('Igifl for .IIililing velue in whet others thought wtlslil,
'R.ua�ty tllwtlys found treasures in thil most unlikilly pleec.
�� � YOU/1\6 M'(1/i his passion for musie broke through,
iiis lqriee could mekz thil hardest hiler! smooth.
'R.usty rnedz guittlrs smoke end pienos groovil,
iiis drums could mekz tI bellerine 'bust e movz'.
NOW '(1� '(1 M'(1N he stends heed and ehouldzrs ebovz the rest,
'R.usty he£ proven to all that it is God he 10VilS best.
'('Is Veledietorten (4.0) in high school and �umma Gum Iseudz (4.0) at O'R.U,

ehernpion, tI ehining il)iampliZ of whtlt tI Godly man een do.
I G'('If:I �ee GO'D on iii£ throne 21 Y\Z8r£ figo,
pondilring how tlil could blil££ multitudes, young and old.
I een $\Z\Z iii$ faeil breek into tI smile t:I.lIiiil 3t1Y$,
"I'll erilatil tI men tlf1ilr My OWn hzert end I'll cell him
'R.O�ry Mlbe�".
l3y: MjZ1iU8 Milru
erz honored to bz your f5mily, <£)5d, Mom, Mrtli335 end

'R.u£1y

ill>

e

-

...

Wrt
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Hortl.

co

JEMMIE

WE AE SO PROUD OF ALL YOU HAUE ACCOMPLISHED THUS FAR IN
YOUR L I FE AND OF YOUR LOUE FOR JESUS. GOD KNEW YOU BEFORE
YOU WRE BORN, AND BEFORE THE FOUNDATION OF THE EARTH, YOUR
PURPOSE WAS ORDA I NED (PS. 139: 1 3-16). YOU ARE GOD'S PREC I OUS
GIFT, A BLESS I NG TO TH I S WORLD FROM HIS HEART, AND OUR
REWARD. REMEMBER, IT I S HE WHO BLESES AND CAUSES YOU TO
PROSPER. SEEK AND TRUST HIS GU I DANCE ALWAYS FOR THE BEST IS
YET TO COME. WE ARE UERY JOYOUS PARENTS. YOU HAUE BLESSED
OUR HEARTS BEYOND MEASURE.
WITH ALL OUR LOUE AND
BOOGA!! !)

PRAYERS, MOM

AND PAP I

HOWELL

CONGRATULATIONS
JEMM IE!

LOUE,
MOM, CHRIS,

(BOOGA,

"

I WILL INSTRUCT YOU AND TEACH YOU IN THE
WAY YOU SHOULD GO; I WILL COUNSEL YOU AND
WATCH OUER YOU. MANY ARE THE WOES OF THE
WICKED, BUT THE LORD'S UNFA I LING LOUE
SURROUNDS THE MAN WHO TTRUSTS IN HIM."

NICK, TORREY,
ANDJAMILY

(PS. 32:8-10)
"

A WISE SON BRINGS JOY TO HIS FATHER
(PROU. 10: 1 A)

"
••.

•••••••••••••••••

CHRIS
MIYATA
I

WAS

YOUNG

AND NOW I
AM OLD, YET I
HAUE NEUER

SEEN THE
RI GHTEOUS FORSAKEN OR

: BRAD MEARES

:

•

•

:
•

•

"WELL DONE BRAD,
THOU GOOD AND FA ITHFUL

•

FAM I L Y I S SO UERY

•

•

PROUD OF YOUR BS

BREAD. PS. 37:25
GOD HAS BEEN SO FA ITHFUL,
AND HE ALWAYS WILL BE
HE HAS HIS HAND ON YOU.
YOU ARE LOUED!
WE ARE UERY PROUD OF
.

YOU.

PROU.3: 1-26

•

NOW THE
PURSU IT OF

:
•

:
•

:

GOD'S:

•

DESTINY.
AWA ITS YOU.

:
•
•

:

LOUE, DAD,
MOM, CHRIS
AND JULIE

EDW I N. WE ARE

•
•

: DEGREE.

THE I R CH I LDREN BEGG I NG

CONGRATULATIONS

:

GRADUATE." TO GOD BE
THE GLORY! THE MEARES

:

EDWIN MIRANDA

:

•

•

:

•••••••••••••••••

UERY PROUD OF YOU!
YOU HAUE PROUEN

THAT GOD REWARDS THOSE
WHO DEL I GHTL Y SEEK HIM
AND PUT HIM FIRST. YOU
HAUE FIN I SHED YOUR MASTER
DEGREE IN THEOLOGY AND WE
KNOW THAT YOUR FUTURE IS
IN THE HANDS OF GOD, SOULS
ARE ATTACHED TO

YOUR DESTI NY.
WE LOUE YOU
PSALMS 37

MOM, DAD, JOSE D.
AND BRENDA

JOSE DANIEL

MIRANDA
CONGRATULATIONS
JOSE D. WE ARE UERY
PROUD OF YOU. THE HOL Y

SPIRIT WILL CONTINUE
GU I DING YOUR STEPS. WE
KNOW YOU TRUST HIM. YOU
CAN HONOR JESUS BY

KEEPING HIM FIRST IN
YOUR L I FE SOULS ARE

ATTACHED TO YOUR
DESTI NY. GO FOR IT.
WE LOUE YOU!

EACH DAY IS LI KE A WORK OF ART THAT'S YET TO BE
DES I GNED. AN EMPTY CANUAS WA ITI NGFOR THE DREAMS THAT
FILL YOUR 1'1 I ND
YOUR TALENTS AND YOUR STRENGTHS ARE
...

LI KE THE COLORS YOU CAN USE TO PA I NT THE PICTURES OF YOUR
L I FE IN ANY WAY YOPU CHOOSE.
LI FE I SN'T A DESTI NATI 01'1- IT'S A JOURNEY, WE ALL COME
UPON UNESPECTED CURUES AND TURN I NG PO I NTS,
MOUNTA I NTOPS AND UALLEYS. EUERYTH I NG THAT
..

HAPPENS TO US SHAPES WHO WE ARE BECOM I NG.
AND IN THE ADUENTURE OF LACK DAY, WE D I SCOUER
THE BEST IN OURSELUES.
OUR PRAYER FOR YOU I, ADAM I S THAT OUR ORU
EAGLE GRADUATE WILL SOAR TO THE MOUNTA I NTOP

JEREM I AH 1:5

OF HOL I NESS AND GLORY GOD INTENDS FOR YOU.

MOM, DAD, EDW I 1'1

CON G R ATU L AT IONS!

JR. AND BRENDA

OUR DEEP LOUE AND PRAYERS, DAD AND MOM

© Oral Roberts University

SETH JAMES
JENSEN

CONGRRTULRTIONS,
SETH!
WE THRNK GOD FOR YOU
RNO WHRT HE I S DO ING

IN YOUR

LIFE, HE WILL

PERFORM RLL TH I S GOOD
WORD TO YOU.

WE LOUE YOU.

MOM, ORO,
ROD, SH I RR,
CRYSTRL, RNO
ISRRC

UIOLA LUNA

SEAN LORENZ

PROUERBS 4:7 "THE BEG I NN I NG OF WI SOOM I S: GET WI SOOM; RT THE
COST OF ALL YOU HAUE, GET UNDERSTANDING."
WITH YOUR STRONG DETERM I NATION AND CONU I CTI ONS AND GROW I NG
STRONGER IN WISDOM AND UNDERSTAND I NG YOU HAUE ACCOMPL I SHED
YOUR FIRST GOAL.

YOUR STEADFAST LOUE AND DEUOTI ON TO GOD, YOUR CH I LDREN,
BROTHER, SISTERS AND TO US AS PARENTS IS CERTAINLY A BLESSING TO
US. CONTI NUE WITH A STRONG AND ACTI UE FA ITH I N OUR LORD; I N THE
UNITY OF THE ONE AND ONLY CHURCH WHICH OUR

LORD JESUS CHR I ST BESTWED FROM THE BLESS I NG IN
THE "YEAR OF OUR LORD" 33 AD (ANNO DOM I N I)
WE ARE UERY PROUD OF YOU, CONTI NUE FOREWARD
WITH A STRONG FA ITH I N GOD AND YOU WILL REAL I ZE

ALL YOUR GOALS.
OUR LOUE AND PRAYER, D I OS TE BEND I GA S I EMPRE
DAD,GRABIELA,UALENTINA,UERONICA,LYDIA, BEN
AND MOM

A GENTLE, POETI C SOUL,
SEASONED WITH FIRE AND

LOYALTY. A SENSE OF HUMOR,
CAPABLE OF DISPEL I NG THE DARK
OF A MONSOON. A LOUE FOR THE

LORD,

FIERCE AND UN I QUE.

MORAL FORTITUDE THAT NEWLY
DEFINES INTEGRITY. INCREDIBLE

TALENT, ENOUGH

TO QUESTION HIS

GENE POOL. PR I DE I S A
WOEFULLY INADEQUATE
DESCR I PTI ON OF THE FEEL I NGS
WE HAUE AS HIS PARENTS. MAY
THE LORD R I CHL Y BLESS YOU AND
USE YOU IN MIRACULOUS WAYS!
LOUE YOU 257! MOM f} DAD

JOY LEA

ERIN

ROBINSON

WE DEEPL Y LOUE AND APPREC I ATE YOU. WHAT A BLESS I NG AND

PLEASURE YOU ARE!
YOU HAUE ACCOMPLISHED SO MUCH IN YOUR TWENTY YEARS

YOU HRUE WORKED SO
HRRO TO RCH I EUE YOUR
GORL. WE RRE SO PROUD
OF YOU RNO WE RLWRYS

WILL BE.

LOUE,
MOM
ORO

RNO

THROUGH YOUR I NSATI ABLE HUNGER FOR

KNOWLEDGE, LOUE

EHCELLENCE, AND DETERM I NED COURAGE.
YOU ARE A BELOUED LEADER-BR I LLI ANT, DEC I SlUE,
COMPASS I ONATE; A TRUE FR I END-FA ITHFULL,
LOU I NG, AND FUNNY; AN HONOR AND TREASURE
TO THE LORD AND YOUR FAM I L Y.
YOU ARE FOREUER I N OUR HEARTS, AND OUR
LI UES ARE CONSTANTL Y ENR I CHED BECAUSE OF
YOU.

"I KNOW THE THOUGHTS I TH I NK TOWARD

YOU,

SAY THE LORD, THOUGHTS OF PEACE AND NOT OF
E U I L, TO G I U E YOU A F UTU REA N D A HOP E." J E R.
29: 11

LOUE, DAD, MOM, JO ANNA, JOHN AND LAUR I
© Oral Roberts University

HONEST,

OF

briJU befLUtijtd Ij0ll./?j =-« !jOtL � alt.ut1js hem �j�
Jrumija;
tt'ves..
o]
wJ),
a;YL-rl t.nnckmmt
'jour
our

to

fuLmor, d.e:l:;ermlrJatLtYiU
an
wwage, has bUJI
to

{L5

alt.

He who

marvelous

our:

,._

sense,

arJd steadfast

-

Lnsplratt'on

hljan

a

work /n you �/
It. (Phil /:0) Th e hest

Joad

coMplete
/5

tb be'!

(5er.

let:

yet

II)

Love,
Mom

D�d

kathy
Joe.

�

Grandma.

1
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r--------------------------.

JENNY ANN SCHM ITT

CONGRATULATIONS!
KEITH

OUR DEAREST JENNY- ALMOST FROM YOUR UERY FIRST
WORDS YOU KNEW THAT YOU
WANTED TO BE A FULL

-

ON A JOB WELL DONE.
WHAT A BLESS I NG IT

TI ME

I S TO SAY YOU ARE MY

MIN I STER OF THE LORD. ITS BEEN A
JOY TO WATCH YOU GROW I NTO A

SON.

WHATEUER YOU MAY
DO, DO AL FOR THE
MORE AND
GLORY OF

REMARKABLE WOMAN OF GOD. AND
YOU'RE JUST SUCH FUN TO BE
AROUND! YOU ARE LOUED AND

I)

CHER I SHED BY OUR LORD AND BY
US! WE ARE SO UERY PROUD OF
YOU!

GOD.

WE LOUE YOU HEAPS!

10:31

YOUR MOM AND DAD

LOUE,
MOM

�_�

L

I CORIN.

�

PENNIE
THE LORD HAS
AND ENRICHED

TRULY BLESSED
OUR LIVES BY

ENTRUSTING YOU

TO OUR CARE FOR

A TIME.

NOW,
MAY
FUTURE,

YOU FACE YOUR

BE ORDERED OF

THE LORD. PSALM

AS

YOUR EVERY STEP

You have
We

PRAYERS WILL

ALWAYS FOLLOW

YOU WHEREVER

THE LORD MAY

LEAD YOU. PSALM

37:4-5

price.
give God

very proud
all the glory! Continue

has great

to

for you, Jer. 29: II
Mom & Dad

plans

Love,

LOVE,MOM AND AARON

STONER

paid the

of you and

are

follow your dream and allow God to
lead you every step of the way. He

PHIL 4:13

HEATH

much! You

held onto your dream and

119:105

OUR LOVE AND

accomplished

•

••••••••••••••••••••

:

DAN I ELLE LAUREN SAMS

•

•

•

•

WHAT A BEAUTI FUL

•

: TREASURE
WE ALWAYS KNEW YOU WERE SPEC I

AL, SENT FROM

GOD TO US. AS YOU TRAUEL DOWN THE PATH THE LORD

SENDS YOU, YOU'LL ALWAYS HAUE OUR LOUE AND
RESPECT KNOW I NG THAT YOUR DO I NG WHAT GOD HAS
CHOSEN FOR YOU TO DO. YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE OUR SH I NN I NG STAR YOU CAN DO

WHATEUER YOU CHOOSE TO DO HEATH.
PHIL. 4-13

•

AND WOMAN OF

EHCELLENCE THE LORD HAS

: FASH I ONED YOU TO BE.
: WELL DONE! YOU HAUE
•

•

:
•

:
:

•
FOUGHT THE GOOD FIGHT
AND FIN ISH E 0 TH IS:

:
: COURSE.
•

:

GLORY.

TO GOG BE ALL THE
2

: TI MOTHY

3: 14-

:
•
•

·16
•
•

:

LOUE MOM AND DAD

•

WITH GREAT JOY
I N MY HEART,

•

LOUING YOU

•

: ALWAYS,
•

•
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MAMA

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••

r--------------------------�

DOUGLAS
TRE I UTH I CK

JONATHAN EDWARD
TEAGUE
YOUNG MRN. YOUR

WRRMTH, UNDERSTRND lNG,
RND LRUGHTER MERN SO

MUCH TO OUR FRM I L Y RND
WE LOUE YOU UERY MUCH!
DERR

JON,

CONGRATULATIONS! WE
ARE SO PROUD OF YOU AND
YOUR ACCOMPL I SHMENTS. WE
RELEASE TH I S DAY A YOUNG
MAN TO SOAR AN "W I NGS LIKE
AN EAGLE" I SA I AH 40:31
THOSE WHO HOPE I N THE
LORD WILL RENEW THE I R
...

RLWRYS REMEMBER PH I L
4: 13, CONTINUE TO GROW

WE RRE SO PROUD OF

YOU RND YOUR

IN

RCCOMPL I SHMENTS! IT
IS UERY REWRRD I NG TO
SEE YOU BECOME SUCH R

HIM, RND LET HIM LERD

YOU IN EUERYTHING

THROUGHOUT YOUR L I FE.
WITH RLL OUR LOUE,
MOM, ORO RND SCOTT

FINE, OUTSTRND I NG

STERNGTH. THEY
WILL SOAR ON
WINGS LIKE
"
EAGLES
WE LOUE YOU
...

MOM AND DAD

�--------------------------�

HOLL Y, YOU DEUELOPED
R

UERY

WERE

ERRL Y
MORE

YOURSELF.
COLLEGE

RGE.

INK I NDERGRRTEN YOU

CONCERNED

NOW
IT

INTO R LOUING CHILD RT

EUEN

THRT

SEEMS

CIRCLE...

WITH OTHERS THRN
RRE GRRDURTING FROM

YOU

LIKE

YOU HRUE COME FULL

HELPING

KINDERGRRTENERS. YOU

RRE R BLESS I NG FROM GOD.
WE LOUE

YOU,

MOM, JIM l} HEIDI

K I MUERL Y THOMPSON

"RWESOME I S THE SIGHT OF YOUR HOL I NESS
MRJESTI CIS YOUR PUR ITY YOUR RIGHTEOUSNESS
SH I NES BR I GHTER THRN THE SUN ON ME. HOL Y I S THE
LORD OUR GOD GLORY TO HIS MRTCHLESS NRME WORTHY
I S THE LRMB THRT WRS SLR I N"
TH I S SONG REPRESENTS THE RELRTI ONSH I P YOU HRUE
WITH GOD. R RELRTI ONSH I P THRT CRUSES YOU TO RERCH
WE LOUE YOU, AND AAE PROUD OF
WHAT YOU HAUE ACCOMPLI

SHED,

AND EC ITED ABOUT WHAT GOD HAS

PLANNED FOR YOU I N THE FUTURE.
DAD, MOM &> tum E

OUT TO EUERYONE YOU MEET WITH GOD'S LOUE.
YOUR LERD I NG OF YOUR MISS I ON TERM IN PRR I SE RND
WORSH I PIN MEH I CO I S JUST ONE OF THE BERUTI FULL

MEMOR I ES WE HRUE OF YOUR L I FE.

© Oral Roberts University

JONRTHRN SPULER RNo JENN I GREY SPULER

WE RRE SO PROUD OF YOU BOTH RND OF THE
RELRTI ONSH I P YOU'UE ESTRBL I SHED BRSED ON

GOD'S WORD!

PROUERBS 3:5
"TRUST I N THE LORD WITH RLL YOUR HERRT RND
LERRN NOT ON YOUR OWN UNNDERSTRND I NG; IN RLL
YOUR WRYS RCKONWLEDGE HIM, RND HE WILL MRKE YOUR

PRTHS STRR I GHT."
WE LOUE YOU!

ORO RND MOM GREY, ORO RND MOM
RDRM RND RRRON
© Oral Roberts University

SPULER, RNGIE, CINDY,

DIEGO TEIXIDOR

QUER I DO 0 I EGO:
COMO ESCR I B I 0 JORGE LU I S BORGES: "DESDE ESTR CRSR DE UN REMOTO PUERTO DE
RMER I CR DEL SUR, TE S I GO Y SUENO "
HOY HRCES HOMBRE.
...

TUS UENERRDOS PRDRES PR I

MERO, Y UNR EH I STOSR Y RENOBRRDR UN I UERS lORD,

DESPUES, FORMRRON TU PROFES ION.
EL CRERDOR, COMO RL PR I MER HOMBRE TE COLMO DE U I RTUDES. CON RLEGR I R Y CON
RSOMBRO TE I NU ITO R QUE DESCUBRRS ESOS DONES, LOS SON I DOS, LOS 10 I OMRS, LOS
CREPUSCULOS, LRS C I UDRDES, LOS JRRD I NES, LRS PERSONRS, LOS SENTI MENTOS,
S I EMPRE 0 I STI NTOS Y UN I COS.
EL ENFRS I S DE LR

PRLRBRR, LR POES I S,

LR ORRC ION.

TU TIO ROQUE

DIEGO TEIXIDOR

DERREST 0 I EGO:
HOUJ BLESSED UJE RRE! CONGRRTULRTIONS ON HIS 0 I U I NE RPPROURL( YOUR
SUCCESS) GRRCE RND PERCE BE MUTI PL I ED UNTO YOU RLUJRYS! !
II TIMOTHY

3:14, 15, 16, 17

LOUE,
MOM RND ORO

© Oral Roberts University

•

Q[ongratulation5 uto �ll Q[ampU5

Blessings

to each and all of you in the

Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

Spirit be in you

and flow

What

and

through

May

name

of God

our

Father and

the abundant life of the

Holy

you in my prayer.

exciting year this

has been for

you! Amid senior
research papers, final exams, applications for graduation and
preparations for your future careers or graduate studies, you managed
a

busy

to devote valuable time and energy to the creation and

production of
adverse circumstances, huge

this

yearbook and The Oracle. Faced with
obstacles, and personal crises, you remained faithful to your
commitments. Well done, good and faithful servants! You have been
faithful over duties as editors, writers, artists, and photographers here.

May the Lord

exalt you to

embark upon the

paths

sovereignty ordained

•

even

greater rewards and service

to the destinies that He has

.
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wisely

as

and

you

,Jlublications '98 �enior �taff

I shall miss each of you after you

are

gone. Your

pleasant personalities, overcoming faith and words
have meant

more

to

me

than words

can

smiling faces,

of encouragement

convey. You have

truly been

a

blessing.
May God bless and keep you wherever you go and in all
do. Again, congratulations and best wishes! Fly high, Eagles!

that you

Sincerely,

Mr. Edwin Smith

Director

Campus Publications

© Oral Roberts University
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Tulsa Teachers
(redit Union

Specializing in
Contract and

Permanent

YOUR FULL SERVICE

Information

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

�@\\j� OFFERS MEMBERSHIP

Technology

TO STUDENTS ALONG

Professionals

WITH EMPLOYEES.

HIGH TECH
Resources, Inc.

�\j'� @il!f�[ll [FOO�� tbOO�«:�O�@j
WQlJ'OO IA wa�£ ®[[OOOtr �(M®Q

®fP�� W@JJ)OO �Ck({:@W�u �I]\!l®
�U\1lJ@V 1rOO� ®���fFO�Q
http://www ttcu.com

481-8822

..

CALL 743-9861

Two Warren Pla� • 6120 South Yale • SUIte 100

E·mad

hltec@hlghte<hln(com

MAIN OFFICE: 3720 E 31 5T STREET
..

Congratulations to

Thank You to
Oral Roberts

University

All 1998 Graduates
'.
from the
Oral Roberts University
Alumni Association

"r

Welcome to the alumtu family! Your diploma
entitles you to automatic membership in the
ORU ALuM", Association, We invite you to
participate in our programs, take advantage of
our benefits and services and become part
of
our active network of over 27.000 alumni.

from

Inform the Alumni Office ofyour current
address so we can communicate news about
the University and keep you informed of

alumni activities. Send address updates to
LRC6, 7777 S. LewIS
or call (918) 495..6610.

ORU Alumni Office
Ave., Tulsa, OK 74171"
..

FAX infarmattan to (918) 495-6650, or send
e-mail to a/umni@pl'u.edu. Access the ORU

Alumni Assoclatton home page

http·//www.oru.edu

•

•
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at

UNIQUE THRIFT STORE
Webster

Tulsa's Great Thrift Store

* Great Selection

(Thousands of

8:30 & 10 am 7700 South Lewis

Wednesdays 7 pm 7700 South Lewis
Weekly SmaU Groups Ages 18-26A spirituaillft from the Word of
God and the fellowship ofpeers.

9 & JJ am & 6 pm Mabee Center

Campus Compassion-

7 pm 7700 South Lewis
•

Exciting Sunday Services
0

Why

ChurchjiJr all Races. NationaIitites,

is UNIQUB THRIfT STORE

a

Also MasterCard and VISA

*

wul Denominatinns

Ev�1)' Monda� Senior Citizens Day.
25% OFF ALL CLOTHING
-

* Great Selection of:
Shoes, Books, Toys, Kitchenware,
and Small

walk

*

Ladies Blouses/Dresses/Slacks

*

Men's Shirts/Slacks

Exaltation

*

Men's Suits

*

Children's

campus to

and God's Word

more

(918)
CAMERA
develop
•

$1.98

From.......................................

..

Clothing

$4.98

$1.48

As Low As

m:cr.a:E:l3mm

your Iivesl

For

$1.98

As Low As

As Low As

...

of the most
significant times in
one

35mm, 120 & 1 10

Appliances

Victory for a.time
of Riifreshment.

across

Unique?

* We Accept Personal Checks.

...

Take

now

Place for Sale of Goods

-

* We Have Fitting Rooms.

College & career
Fellowship

We

Store

(Prices Reduced Weekly)

Universities & International Students.

•

A

Savings of Money

-

Daily)

* Great Discounts

A ministry outreach to area Colleges,

-

11 am 81 st & Delaware Rm E 280
•

Items Added

•

-

•

CoUege & Career Class

0

-

Thrift

* Great Values

A Place Where Miracles Happen
-

Rare and Unusual

(Over 50.000 lIems)

,

Contemporary Saturday Night Service

Unique

Dictionary Says:

-

in/ormation

call

/

491-7700

OPEN:

Monday-5aturday 9am-9pm; Sunday 10am-6pm
31 st and Sheridan
Boman Center

3039 SOUTH SHERIDAN

GALLERY
APS film In 2 hoursl
12

Enlargements through

& Inter Negatives· Slide
IN-HOUSE BLACK & WHITE
& E6 COLOR SLIDE PROCESSING

x

AIR DUCT CLEANING

18

Dupes

Copy Negatives

Bonded and Insured

CI:l_
--

252-3652
8172 E. 68th St .• 1 block east of Memorial

on

Proud to have contriouted to the
Mabee Center project at ORU

742·2000

10005 East 44th Place

Clean Dean's

68th

•

Tulsa, OK

74146·4707

Chimney Sweep

Service

6044 S. Sheridan Rd.

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

(918) 492-1866

f'lyflshlng
Canoes

Backpacks
Tents
Boots

Outdoor

P.O. BOX 690598

Clothing

Best Western
SAND SPRINGS INN & SUITES
•

•

TULSA AREA

•

•

•
•

•

•

'--------

TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74169-0598
(918) 437-0813

-----.-----'

Life can be SWeet.

Free Local Calls
Free Deluxe Breakfast
King/Mini Suites MierolRefrig
Whirlpool Bath • 25" Remote TV HBOICable
Swimming Pool • Exercise: Room
Guest Laundry • Meeting Rooms
7 Minutes West of Downtown Tulsa
•

-

8320 E. 71st Street, So., 254-7623
2745 S. Harvard, 742·3515
3302 S. Memorial, 622·5015
5230 S. Yale, 491}.1 207

245-4999
1-800-528-1234
211 S. Lake Dr.

Good food Good
...
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feelings'

•

AUTHORTZED
•

•

•
•

Jennite�

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
PAVING & SEALING
ASPHALT & CONCRETE
NEW CONSTRUCTION

•

COATTNG APPUCATOR

•

RESURFACING & REPAIR
JOINT & CRACK SEALING
"Trusted By
Oklahomans
Since 1948"

RECOGNIZED FOR QUALITY

9nteffMl

PARKING LOT
STRIPING

5141 SOUTH 24 WEST AVENUE

EVERYTHING
IN

Storefronts • Window Glass Plate Glass
Tub Enclosures Shower Doors' Patio Doors
Furniture Tops' Mirrors • Custom Mirror Walls
Storm Windows & Doors • Plexi-Glass & Screens
Insulated Glass
•

•

•

ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
•

Best Wishes

the

to

Class
If you need

of 1998
a

you want:

•

© Oral Roberts University

plumber bad,
him good
•

Your campusfioel service
wou/dh"he 10 conar-a/u/a/e
aI/gradualing sludenls.

Aarrlott
Education Services

A Coin mach Division
5800 East Skelly Drive, Suite 310 ... Tulsa, Oklahoma 74135·6440
TULSA: (918) 663-0991'" Fax (918) 663-8119

(405) 235-2700
May Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73112

(918) 622-4600
2226 S. 92nd Easl Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74129

3404 N.

(316) 264-9788
415 S. Greenwood
Wichita, KS 67211

TOSHIBA
COPIERS

HELP THE ALCOHOLIC HELP HIMSELF
H.O. W. Rehabilitation Center
P.O. Box 470058
5649 S. Garnett
Tulsa, OK 74147
Office: 918/252-5739
Services: 918/252-5746

H

t

Ileli .... le,Vet-s:ltile
IIl1siness COI,ie.- Systems
S.le,

+

Service

Renlal.

+

+ Supplle,
Leasing

a/Oklahoma

Honesty
o

Openmlndedness
Willingness

W
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She
t!hat
above.

Ulltly
that

was

I

could

everyone

reached
11
e

�ied

never
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a

Paul

of

out

year

know

in

h�r

and Ilt'a!.lt

when

Williams

OUF

I Sports I

I World I

I Lifestyle I
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AsiaFl economic turmoil

�riggers
gl<ilbal unrest. In 00t00er, Hong
Kong's stock market crashes. Asian
oountries receive billions in bailout

dollars from the International

Monetary Fund.

Ghange sweeps. Great _111 ilS
ubor Pa� Leader Tony Blai!",

landSlide el�on in Maf 19&7
08 the eGn$itVDtives a.nd rrnakes

.11; at 44, Bri.faln�s youn_
plime mil.1�er in 185 yeats.
Hujric"llne PauliQe $(a.R$ intO

MiOO«o's PaciJ{c �i in 0et01iQr;
tmI$lOg fta:Sh f.lQQds, IiIn�ldes
and at �200 tatarlbes.
The remains of Ernesto "Che"

Guevara, martyred Marxist

revolutionary, are

laid to rest in

October, 30 years after
his execution in Bolivia, where his
Cuba in

bones

recently had been found.

After 32 years of autocratic rule,
President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire
is

deposed in May 1997 and later dies

in exile. His successor, Laurent

Kabila, changes Zaire's
Democratic

Republic

name to

of the

Congo.
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T:be I'eSQrt city of �puloo 1$

heavilY damaged.

Halloween fever seizes France.
At the base of the Eiffel Tower
in Paris

8,000 pumpkins are
displayed, and French children
participate in an American-style
Halloween celebration.

Diana, Princess of Wales, one of

ffinesie€nt Jiang Z@min (!)f China meets for summit talks with

the world's most famous and

ffi�@sld@n� 13ill Clinton in (Mober, the first visit in 12 years of
a Qhinese leader to the U.S. During his stay, demonstrators

violent car crash in Paris

pr(!)test ©hina's

admired women, dies at 36 in

treament of 1/ibet.

a

on

August 31.

The death of "the

people's

princess" generates an emotional
outpouring of love and grief,
evidenced by floral tributes
heaped at Diana's Kensington
Palace home.

At the funeral, Elton John

performs

"Candle in the Wind 1997," rewritten in
tribute to Diana. The
sells

recording quickly

than 35 million

copies,
becoming the best-selling single of all
time. Sales proceeds benefit the Diana,
more

Princess of Wales Memorial Fund.

in I raq in

Crisis flares

again

late 1997

Saddam Hussein

as

protests U.N. sanctions

inspection of
suspected Iraqi weapon sites.

and blocks

In

June, shortly before Diana's death, an auction
evening gowns raises $3.26 million

of 79 of her

for AIDS and
a

cancer

charities.

Top price paid for

single gown: $222,500.

asw·s
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On July 23

suspeoted murderer

Anarew Cunanan, 27, commits suicide
in Miami Beach. Ounanan

was

the

prime suspect in a cross-country killing
spree that left five dead, including
fashion designer Gianni Versace.

0no@-mighty A��le Computer is
dose to failure when arch-rival

Eill (1Jaties g� Mior0s@ft "rescues"
ib with

a

$1$0 million bail-out in

Augus�. 1ih@ event opens a new
era @� coeperation between
f(!)mnenly fierce competitors.

ArfiericaQs join

"Sto� the !..1.i0Ienee"
campaigns nal!ignwi€le
in

an

anem]>1 to gene nate

awaseness

to the

(!)fi an@ solutiens

pmblem 0f violenee

in�e�iea.
toli>aG!(,;(!) alih!eF�isill£ aimed at minors

af\@["J:il.S'liit'Ut(:}ssw.,epingtobacco
adveRtisjng'liesbviotions
.

•

British nanny Louise Woodward, 19,
is convicted in Massachusetts of

judge later reduces the charge
to involuntary manslaughter and

Timothy McVeigh is convicted of
murder and conspiracy in June for
the April 1995 bombing of the Alfred
p. Murrah Federal Building in
Oklahoma City. McVeigh is later

releases her.

sentenced to death.

murdering a child
The

in her

care.

•

© Oral Roberts University

•

First Lt.

Kelly Flinn accepts a general
discharge from the Air Force, avoiding
court-martial for lying about an affair
and disobeying orders. Flinn had been
the first and only female B-52 pilot in
the service.

•

On October 25, at least 300,000
• African-American
women

•

giant Burger King is forced to stop serving burgers
supplier Hudson Foods recalls 25 million pounds of
hamburger suspected of contamination with E. coli bacteria.
It is the biggest beef recall in U.S. history.

Philadelphia for the

gather in

Million Woman

Fast-food

March. Winnie Madikizela-Mandela

when

is

© Oral Roberts University

one

of the

speakers.

•

Viewers worldwide

see

the first-ever

color pictures of
Mars when the Pathfinder spacecraft

high-resolution

lands July 4. The lander and its rover,
Sojourner, collect and transmit

extraordinary data

for three months.

•

For $8.36 million, Chicago's Field Museum of Natural
History buys "Sue," the most complete Tyrannosaurus
rex

at

•

Russia's

fossil yet discovered. The sale

Sotheby's in New \fork

occurs

October 4

.

aging Mir space station

collides with

an

unmanned supply

vehicle in June and is

seriously
only one in a
series of crises casting doubt on
the viability of the station.
damaged.

This is

NASA

CAT
• ofIn September,
dinosaur

scans

petrified

found in China reveal
dinosaur

eggs
a

embryo.

•

Scottish scientists in February 1997
the wend's first cloning of

announce
an

adult mammal. The sheep, named

Dolly,

fuels csntreversy over

misuse of the

• Research produces medical break •
throughs, including a genetically
engineered "bullet" molecule being
tested to fight cancer and new
drugs to control or prevent
Parkinson's disease, osteoporosis
and congestive heart failure.

The

popular diet regimen fen-phen is
pulled off the market in September.

.

The combination of fenfluramine and

phentermine is shown

to cause heart

valve

disorders, as is the diet drug
Redux, also recalled.

© Oral Roberts University

•

Aided

possible

technology
.

by the Hubble Space
Telescope, astronomers discover the
Pistol Star-the brightest star yet
observed in the Milky Way. The Pistol
Star is 25,000 light years from Earth.

Comet H

le,;Bopp

captures magiFmtil'lns
worldwid as it streaks past
Earth for the fifsb time in

4,200 yea
B.C. Hal

s�r, sinee 2203

RopW Re�n

re urns

in 4397.

On October

13, the British jet car TIII71St sse becomes the first vehicle
land, traveling 766.6 miles per hour in the

to break the sound barrier on

Nevada desert.
El Niiio stirs up

glC:JbaJ weatlher

patterns. Caused by warm0!-lihan
normal water temperatures in Hhe
equatorial Pacific, the '97 El Niil@
is blamed for storms and weather:

problems worldwide.

'Reuters/Arohive Photos

l1he Feed ami

Drug

Mminis�rati(iHl
appreves a dental laser
fgp treasng cavities.

Unlike braditignal
dental drills, the laser
in most

vi�tuall¥

cases causes
n@

� Pretesters unsuccessfully attem\)lt
ho I'lfevenb the OetgIDe"J; launeh 0i

discemtort,

NklSA's Cassin: spaceCl'Wfi to

Satlur'!l:, fearing an aeGid(mt cgulcl
sll(ilw,er tihe Earth with the rC:Jeke:t's

nacli(i)aGfiive I'lll'lti0Hium.

Riven, the

long-awaited
computer adventure
game sequel to Myst,
proves to be just
popular and even

as

French

oceanographer and
award-winning filmmaker Jacques
Cousteau dies in June at 87. His work

sophisticated
visually than its
more

gained

renown

through

the

popular

television series

"The Undersea World
of Jacques Cousteau."

© Oral Roberts University

;lews

Science

•

Fashien adve�bising and c10bhing trends inspire the
popularity of the color orange, which replaces neon
green

•

In

as

the fad color <:>t the year

.

October, a cyberfashion show at the M.l.T. Media Lab Wearable

Symposium

features fashions with built-in computer devices and
designed the high-be£h fashions.

eleotronic hardware. M.l.T. students

:I)!ANA

Princess Diana tribute merchandise
• abounds,
d0uIDIe CD

in@lucling a

set aFltil a new Beanie

IBatJy named

Princess, a r(!lyal pur[:lle bear
adorned with
ben fit the

a rose.

Proltts

Diana, Princess (!If Willes

Mem(!lr.iai Fund.

This

year's

look in

cosmetics is

glimmering,
sparkling and colorful.
Riding this wave,
cosmetics giant Christian
Dior introduces Mascara

Plash, temporary hair
color in

a

variety of

outrageous tints.

•

Platform shoes,

a

fashion statement

the disco

'70s, make a style
comeback in a big way in 1997,

during

inspiring even platform sneakers.

•

"1\vo Pat Ladies" becomes the Food

Network's hottest
in the

new

cooking show

U.S., attracting fans with its

unconventional British stars, two

overweight, middle-aged women.

© Oral Roberts University

$50 iDill feahuring
• hew.
un)/eiled in «)lDfioiDer.

a larger, off-center portrait of President Ulysses S. Grant is
Design details make the bill more difficult to forge.

•

nearly 40 years,
Matuel's Baftbie d(iJll

ARer

takes

on a more

face and

realisbict

iDo@y sl'iawe

than tihe BaFbie @! �l'ie
'60s. 11he

begin

stores in

•

on

@011will

early 1998

.

Mehndi, inbricabe

designs painted en the
iDody wibh henna @ye,

Popular board games
appear

new

DO appear in

CD-ROM in

ever-growing numbers,
including interactive
favorites Monopoly,
Scrabble, Sorry, Risk
and Boggle.

© Oral Roberts University

•

Canada issues

a

Superhero postage

stamp series that includes a 4S-cent
stamp featuring the colorful,
comic-book

image of Superman.

Lifestyle

�

ABC's

gritty police drama "NVPD Blue" remains one of the mest
popular one-hour dramas on television in 1997, ei.lji>tu�iflg four
Emmy Awards.

Farley iI1as a� 33 �f a drug overdose
"Saturday
Night Liv,e" and movies inc1urling 1!pmmy Boy and
Beaed;; ifilf.s Ninja.
Cemecllan ©hris
on

The 'Lost Warld, Steven
Spielberg's}urassic Park
IDFeaks

summer

r.@(i;(i)rcls

sequel,

b(i)x-o�fice

ev@rywhenl.

$Z29 millten

December is. He statPed in NlilC's

It

earns

in the (U.S.

·flash
In its second season,

tba WB's

campy Sitcom "BuffY the

S!afer"

blQS$OQ1S irito

a

Vau'Jpire

fluge

fuvorite with many viewe�

Jenny McCarthy star.; in a
fall NBC CO'medy
in

Ilew

{�jenJtf-'_

Janil� 1998, goes into hiatus

only a few months iril'o itS 'fiR;!
season.

McCarthy haa Wen 111

MlV ]lersQIlQIllY' �re moring tQ
Pox network launches
the

Hili,"

an

"King of

animated show that

� Scream 2, the chilling hit sequel to

Scream, is a wildly successful mix

propane
dealer from Texas and his family.

of carnage and comedy starring
Neve Campbell, Jerry O'Connell,

The show goes
smash hit.

Tori

focuses

on

the lives of

on to

a

become

a

the network.

Spelling, Jada

Pinkett and

a

host

of other stars.

Critically acclaimed Amistad,
directed by Steven Spielberg, tells
the story of an 1839 slave ship mutiny.
The film culminates years of effort by
producer Debbie Allen to bring the
story to life.

© Oral Roberts University

•

Religion is a common theme
on eight Iall-seasen nelw(o)]k
1V shows inspired !by. b1'le
success

of OIBS's "Touched

by an Angel" starring Roma
Downey, Della Reese and
John Dye. New pF@grams
include ABC's "N®rhing
Sacred" and "Teen Angel."

•

Titanic is

a

huge critical and box-office success.

The movie event of the

year, this $200 million picture is the most costly in
in the theaters, Titanic had earned $308 million.

history After 45 days

•

Star Wars captures a new generation of fans when
George Lucas re-releases the film trilogy 20 years
after the first film

shown. In Washington, D.C.,
Space Museum mounts a huge

was

the National Air and

exhibition of now-historic Star Wars artifacts.

FoxIParamount [rom Shooting Star

•

Michael

Flatley's pulsating

show "Lord of the Dance"
fuels the extraordinary
popularity, gf Irish dance.
The show tours 15 cities in

the U.S.

through October.

•
In the

fall, Fox debuts
"Ally McBeal," a
comedy/drama starring
Calista Flockhart

as a

young Boston attorney.
The show captures a

•

Golden Globe Award

Matt Damon stars

as an

in The Rainmaker,

a

on

January 1998 for best
series/musical or comedy.
in

attorney

movie based

the John Grisham novel.

Damon's

successes

also include

the film Good Will Hunting.

©rox [rom

Shooting Star

•
Summer blockbuster

The 1997

Men in Black grosses

episode of "ER" is broadcast

more

than

$500 million

season

premiere

live and draws 42.7 million

worldwide to become

viewers for

biggest hit.
sci-fi
The
comedy stars
Will Smith and Tommy

those who watch it

1997's

giant

NBC, including

screen

on a

in Times

Square.

Lee Jones.

DSI·S
© Oral Roberts University

()fiumbawamba's hit single

"Iubthumping" brings leng-awaited
success to

this British band.

The song becomes

popular at

pro sports events, kicking off
games for several teams.

FionaP.\pple, 20, ene (')� roc�'s
female sU(iJerstats, is named

MWs Best New Artist in a Vide0.

'llIe,r, single "CriJninal" soars

to

Ule tOi!) 0f the charts.

With their hit

single
"MMMB0p," bhreeyoung

hr@tilHus �f(!)m lfulsa
became

one

of the

biggest tPFeakthfiough
aets t!lfl1991i1 as �Ile

band Han�0n.

tili�b FaiF, an aUofemal!;l summer rock
conceflli, draws laJige or"0wds on its
31��0i!) tour. Canadian singer-sengwr�t�f;
Sarah M0Lalt)llan l.l'lastevminas th'e fes ,.
and releases a hit aIlimm, Sllifadng.

I

Country music superstar

Walk This Way: The Autobiography

Smash Mouth

Garth Brooks releases Sevens,

of Aerosmith chronicles the

of alternative rock known

his first album in two years.
The album sells 800,000 copies

career

the first week.

group's

long

of the band notorious for its

excesses

in the '70s and '80s. The

new

album Nine Lives is

nominated for

a

1998

Grammy.

© Oral Roberts University

with its hit

popularizes a genre
as

neo-ska

single "Walkin' on the Sun"
and debut album Fush Yu Mang.

©l1m Mosenlelder, Corbis

British pop pheoemenon,
the Spice GiFls, mases
millions with
such

as

mega-hits

"Wannaoe" and sells

14 million albums and
10 million

singles.

Adam Yauch of the Beastie

Boys engineers

the second Tibetan

Freedom Concert, held in June in New York, offering 27 music acts
and a free-Tibet political message.
Third

Eye Blind, after several

years in San Francisco's
underground music scene,

goes

big time in 1997.

Their

song "Semi-Charmed Life" is
listed as the top-selling

single for
magazine.

modern rock
in Billboard

1997

AP/Wide World

©Steve Jennings, Corbis

Way Out by Puff
Daddy & �he Family goes
multiplatinum. Puf.fy's single
"I'll Be Missing You," an elegy
to his frien<d @e IN@t(i)ri(i)us lUG.,

The album No

also tops tihe 0l1an�s.

Sixteen-year-old R&B
ph en am Jonny Lang
opens for the Rolling
Stones' fall tour and

spends 16 weeks at
No. I

on

Billboard's

blues chart with his
album Lie to Me.

©David Corio, Retna

Ita 3h
Metallica releases

a

seventh album,

Re-Load, that confinns its position
as

the

preniier heavy-metal band

in

the music worfd.
At

Radiohead is

Spin magazine's Band

million

in the U.S. in

Radiohead's album OK Computer,

1997 and is named Billboard Music

variously described

Awards Artist of the Year. Her

as

haunting,

and gorgeous. The album receives
a

Grammy nominations
one

for his album The

Tracey also produce

than 12.5

more

of the Year. Critics praise

revolting, inscrutable, stunning
1998 Grammy nomination for

Rock/Pop Album of the Year.

Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds, superstar
producer songwriter singer, receives more 1998

15, country music sensation

LeAnn Rimes sells

than any other artist, including
Day. Edmonds and wife

the film Soul Food in 1997.

© Oral Roberts University

recordings

"How Do I Live" is
best sellers.

one

of the

single
year's

In

July, 16-year-old Swiss tennis star
Martina Hingis becomes the youngest
Wimbledon champion since 1887.
Hingis wins three of bhe four 1997
Grand Slam events.

Quarterback John Elway leads
bhe IDenver Broncos to

yj€�oIY

a

31-24

the Green

gay
Super Bowl XXXII in
San Diego, January 25,1998. It is
Elway's first Super Bowl win in
@vev

Paekers in

fom aPIDearances.
APAVide World

Tiger Wooms, 21, beeomes
• the
�o
¥.0ungesb g01fer e'le�

win the Masterrs 'leumament.
His

18-undeF-r>ar score sets

Masters n�cor(jj. W(i)ods
wins 3 @ther tournaments
a

m�m sets i).! �@� T@tlf

easnings

roeo(i)f(iI @f $2.1 milli@n f(i)r
bhe

.

season

.

ftash

Swedish golfing phenomenon

APnika Sorenstam, 26, tops the
LPGA earnings list 1n 1997 With
record

a

$1,236,189.

Professional sports sal�ries keep

skyrod(,eti.ng. One Q( the most
publiCIZed Of 1997 is Kevin
Garneft's $126 million co.ntract to
�y basketbalr for the MipneSOfa

Timberw.ofves,
Pittsburgh Penguins' Mario
Lemieux retires in April 1997 after
a spectacular comeback from
Hodgkin's disease and injury.
Lemieux is elected to the Hockey
Hall of Fame in

•

In

April 1997, the premier issue of
Sports Illustrated Women hits
the newsstands. The

magazine

reflects the

explosive growth of
female participation in sports.

September.
© Oral Roberts University

•

Charles Woodson, Michigan's versatile
junior cornerback, becomes the first
primarily defensive player to win the
Heisman Trophy, awarded in December.

•

Jeff Gorden, ab 26, Will's �ne
1997 NASaAR Winston

Cup, his

second Wmst0H 'Cup :peiot bitile

GQfd�m's 1997

in three y

ars,

points

14,m.

tot

•

The

Chicago Bulls

beat the Utah Jazz
in June 1997 for
their fifth NBA

championship in
seven years. Michael
Jordan is chosen

Finals MVP
fifth time

•

When the
season

a

record

.

college football

ends,

two teams

share the national

championship. Michigan (12-0)
is named No.1 by the sports
writers' poll, and Nebraska
(13-0) by the coaches' poll.

f0hlF gam€s

.

•
In its debut season, the

WNBA exceeds all league
expectations for success.

The Houston Comets'

championship win
over

the New

York

Liberty caps

the 1997

season.

•

Dean Smith, winningest coach in
college basketball history, retires

October after 36
Carolina.
him 1997

© Oral Roberts University

seasons at

in

North

Sports Illustrated names
Sportsman of the Year.

•

Miss

Illinois, Katherine Shindle, is

crowned Miss America 1998. For the

first time in its

77-year history the

pageant allows contestants to wear
two-piece swimsuits in competition

•

.

Ohelsea Clinton begms her
fr-es,hman year at Stanford

U'ftht@!sihyin P,allil Mto, Calilernia,
Desl?ite security measures, she
reportedly willlea@ as normal a
()@I1ege life as possible.

•

For the first
beats

a

time, a compute!

w@rl@ (Chess

ohampien

when IBM's

Deep Blue bleats
Russian Garry Kasparov in a
six-game match in May 199�.

"
CD
CD

o
"
en

•
•

Jody Williams and the
International Campaign to Ban Land

American
Mines

are

awarded the 1997 Nobel

Peace Prize in October. The U.S. and
China refuse to

treaty

sign an

international

•

Ted Turner, vice chairman of the
Time Warner media empire, pledges
to United Nations programs.

$1 billion

largest single gift in
philanthropic history.
It is the

that would ban land mines.
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Sarah

Ferguson,

appears in ads

Duchess of York,

spokesperson
Weight Watchers International.
She is the former wife of England's
as a

for

Prince Andrew.
@
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